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Preface to the Series

The RIKEN BNL Research Center was established this April at Brookhaven National Labo-
ratory. It is funded by the "Rikagaku Kenkysho" (Institute of Physical and Chemical Research)
of Japan. The Center is dedicated to the study of strong interactions, including hard QCD/spin
physics, lattice QCD and RHIC physics through nurturing of a new generation of young physicists.

For the first year, the Center will have only a Theory Group, with an Experimental Group to
be structured later. The Theory Group will consist of about 12-15 Postdocs and Fellows, and plans
to have an active Visiting Scientist program. A 0.6 teraflop parallel processor will be completed at
the Center by the end of this year. In addition, the Center organizes workshops centered on specific
problems in strong interactions.

Each workshop speaker is encouraged to select a few of the most important transparencies
from his or her presentation, accompanied by a page of explanation. This material is collected at
the end of the workshop by the organizer to form a proceedings, which can therefore be available
within a short time.

T.D. Lee
July 4, 1997
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INTRODUCTION

Welcome! This workshop follows in a series of RHIC Spin Collaboration annual meet-
ings: Marseille in 1996, MIT in 1995, Argonne 1994, Tuscon in 1991, and the Polarized
Collider Workshop at Penn State in 1990.

For the first time, we have a sponsor! The RIKEN-BNL Research Center has a thriving
theory group already, and also sponsors a long-running spin discussion group which meets
Tuesdays at 10. There is so much work going on in spin now that this workshop has little
time for questions and discussion. You are encouraged to come to BNL and lead a Tuesday
discussion on your topic. The spin discussion schedule and material from the discussions
are posted on h t tp : / / r iksg01. rh ic .bnl .gov/rsc .

The RIKEN BNL Research Center is starting a new Spin Physics Experimental Di-
vision and there are openings for Fellow and Research Associate positions. Professor
Masayasu Ishihara of RIKEN is the Group Leader for the Division and Dr. Gerry Bunce
is Deputy Group Leader. The ad for the positions is posted on the Center web site:
h t tp : //penguin.phy.bnl.gov/www/riken.

The Center is providing a home for the role we in RSC have played- combining work
and ideas of theorists, experimenters, and accelerator physicists to develop and carry out
the spin program at RHIC.

This Proceedings compiles one-page summaries and five transparencies for each talk,
with the intention that the speaker should include a web location for additional information
in the summary. Also, email addresses are given with the participant list. The order
follows the agenda: gluon, polarimetry, accelerator, W production and quark/antiquark
polarization, parity violation searches, transversity, single transverse spin, small angle
elastic scattering, and the final talk on ep collisions at RHIC. We begin the Proceedings
with the full set of transparencies from Bob Jaffe's colloquium on spin, by popular request!

This workshop has been planned by a "local" committee and by the RIKEN Center
secretaries, Pam Esposito and Isabel Harrity. We would like to thank them for their
advice, planning and support! We also thank Brookhaven National Laboratory and the
U.S. Department of Energy for providing facilities.

Gerry Bunce



RIKEN BNL RESEARCH CENTER

WORKSHOP ON RHIC SPIN PHYSICS
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT - LARGE SEMINAR ROOM

APRIL 27 - 29,1998

AGENDA

Monday Morning. April 27
[Chair - Aid Yokosawa]

09:00 Welcome from the RIKEN BNL Center (Larry Trueman)
Workshop Introduction from Organizing Committee (Gerry Bunce)

09:15 RHIC Spin Collider - Physics of Accelerating Polarized Protons and Plans (Thomas Roser)
09:45 RHIC Progress and Schedule (Mike Harrison)

Beginning of 1.5 Day Mini-Workshop on Gluons at RHIC

10:30 Introduction to Mini-Workshop on Gluons (Naohito Saito)

Unpolarized Gluons - What Do We Know?
10:45 Unpolarized Gluon Distribution Uncertainties and Direct Photon Measurements (Steve Kuhlmann)
11:30 Resummation and Intrinsic p_T (George Sterman)

Monday Afternoon. April 27
[Chair - Naohito Saito]

Polarized Gluons
02:00 Experimental Information from DIS (Toshiaki Shibata)
02:30 Bremsstrahlung Model of Gluon Polarization (Dennis Sivers)
03:00 How to Extract Gluon Polarization Using RHIC Probes - A Critical Analysis (Jacques Soffer)

RHIC Probes of the Gluon
04:00 Direct Photon at STAR (Steve Vigdor)
04:20 Direct Photon at Phenix (Yuji Goto)
04:40 Jets - STAR (Steve Heppelmann)
05:00 Jets - Phenix (Guanghua Xu)
05:20 Open Charm - PHENIX (Melynda Brooks)
05:40 J/psi - Phenix (Naoki Hayashi)



Monday Evening. April 27
[Chair - George Igo]

Polarimetry at RHIC
07:30 Introduction (Yousef Makdisi)
08:00 RHIC Pion Polarimeter (Hal Spinka)
08:20 Ion Polarimetry Issues (Igor Alekseev)
08:40 Polarimetry with pp Elastic Scattering at t=l (Vadim Kanavets)
09:00 A CNI Polarimeter for RHIC (Kenichi Imai)
09:20 p+C CNI Polarimeter (Douglas Fields)
09:40 Luminosity Issues (Dave Underwood)
10:00 Polarized Target Proposal and Status (Aldo Penzo)

Tuesday Morning. April 28
[Chair - Bob Jaffe]

Mini-Workshop on Gluons, continued
09:00 Gauge Invariant Quark and Gluon Angular Momentum Distributions (Sergei Bashinsky)
09:30 Physics Limitations from the Detector - STAR (Dave Underwood)
10:00 Uncertainties in Measurement (Akio Ogawa and Yuji Goto)

Uncertainties in Interpretation
11:00 Next to Leading Order and Parton Spin Distributions (Basim Kamal)
11:30 Heavy Flavor (Andy Contogouris)
12:00 ep Spin Physics Future - HERA (Albert de Roeck)
12:30 Discussion - Open Questions for Gluon Measurements at RHIC (Naohito Saito)

End of 1.5 Day Mini-Workshop on Gluons at RHIC

Tuesday Afternoon. April 28
[Chair - Thomas Roser]

Accelerator Spin Issues and Preparation
02:00 Introduction - Plans and Schedule (Mike Syphers, Project Manager)
02:20 AGS rf Dipole Experiment (Mei Bai)
02:40 How Do We Reach 70% Polarization? (Haixin Huang)
03:00 Siberian Snake Magnet Construction (Eric Willen)
03:30 Physics Colloquium — Spin of the Proton: Hard QCD Probes of Hadron Structure (Bob Jaffe)
05:00 Tour of RHIC, Star and Phenix
07:30 Dinner — Paula Jean's Supper Club, East Setauket — Eli Yamin Jazz Trio



Wednesday Morning. April 29
[Chair - MikeTannenbaum]

09:00 Polarized Neutrons at RHIC (Ernest Courant)
09:15 End of Accelerator Session

Quark and Anti-Quark Polarization at RHIC - W Production
09:20 STAR (Leslie Bland)
09:40 Phenix (Naohito Saito)

Parity Violation Searches at RHIC
10:00 Sensitivity to New Physics (Jean-Marc Virey)
10:30 STAR Parity Violation Search with Jets (Geary Eppley)
11:00 Could Large CP and/or T-violating Asymmetries be Detected in Polarized Proton Collisions at RHIC?

(Vladimir Rykov)
11:15 The Usefulness of Positivity in Spin Physics (Jacques Soffer)

Transversity
11:30 Drell-Yan at RHIC (Werner Vogelsang)
12:00 Studies of Transversity Distribution at RHIC (Shunzo Kumano)
12:30 Probing Transversity with 2 Pions at RHIC (Jian Tang)

Wednesday Afternoon. April 29
[Chair - Jacques Soffer]

02:00 Polarized Lambda Production in pp, Measurement of Polarized Fragmentation Functions (Daniel de Florian)

Single Transverse Spin - high p_T - at RHIC
02:30 Single Spin Asymmetries and Higher Twist (George Sterman)
03:00 The Brahms Experiment and Spin (Flemming Videbaek)

Small Angle Scattering and Transverse Spin
03:30 Bounds on Helicity Amplitudes at Low Momentum Transfer (Nigel Buttimore)
04:00 The Odderon and Spin Dependence of pp Elastic Scattering (Larry Trueman)
04:20 The pp2pp Experiment (Wlodek Guryn)
04:45 Feasibility of DIS (Polarized ep Collider) at RHIC (George Igo)
05:15 Workshop Ends
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COLLOQUIUM

THE SPIN OF THE PROTON

HARD QCD PROBES OF HADRON STRUCTURE
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Nobel Laureates in Physics 1901 - 1897

Physics 1932

The prize was reserved and awarded in 1933 to:

b. 1901, d. IW$

Leipzig Univers%

"for the creation of quantum mechanics, the
application oi liiicit has, inter alia, led
to the discowirf of the allotropic forms of
hydrogen". ^

*
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Nobel Laureates in Physics 1901 - 1997

Physics 1932

The prize was reserved and awarded in 1933 to:

Heisenberg, Werner /

b. 1901, d. 1976

Leipzig University

"for the creation of quantum mechanics, the
application of which has, inter alia, led
to the discovery of the allotropic forms of
hydrogen11.
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First HERMES Results

Spin Asymmetry A£(x) and Spin Structure Function
gi (x) of the Neutron:
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Polarized ,PM>taa Collisions at BML

RHIC
Polari meters

3 2 —1 —2
Z.max= 2 x 1 0 s cm L

~ 70 % Polarization.
>fs = 50 - 500 OeV

PHENIX
Spin Rotators
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Siberian Snakes
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4X101 ̂^ Pol Protons / Bunch
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Polarimeter
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STAR Detector
Silicon Vertex

Magnet /"Tracker

Forward Time Projection Chamber
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RHIC Spin Collider - Physics of Accelerating Polarized Protons and Plans
Thomas Roser

The evolution of the polarization P of protons in a circular accelerator is governed by the
Thomas-BMT precession equation

; G = 1.7928

This is to be compared with the Lorentz equation that governs the orbital motion:

f«-f-]fcjx»
at i ym I

For a pure vertical field the number of spin precesses per orbit revolution, also called 'spin tune', is
Gy. To manipulate the spin direction at low energy a longitudinal magnetic field can be used. For
example the 9 degree spin rotator used in the AGS is simply a large solenoid. However, at high
energy a sequence of alternating horizontal and vertical fields has to be used. In such a wiggler-like
structure the relative small orbit deflections are cancelled whereas for the much larger spin
precessions the non-commutative character of rotations can not be ignored. Structures for which the
total residual spin rotation adds up to 180 degrees are called Siberian Snakes. In RHIC the Snakes
and the spin rotators to produce the longitudinal polarization at the interaction regions each consist
of four 2.4 m long full-twist helical dipole magnets.

In a circular particle accelerator the polarization direction of the beam that is the same every
turn is called the 'stable spin direction'. Other names are 'invariant spin direction' or 'spin closed
orbit'. Although for a pure vertical field this direction is vertical everywhere, in general it will
depend on the ring rigidity, location around the ring and the ring lattice. It does, however, not
depend on the initial beam parameters or any dynamic quantities such as the acceleration rate. The
stable spin direction of the AGS with the 9 degree spin rotator (Partial Snake) is mostly vertical but
reverses sign whenever Gy crosses an integer value. In RHIC two Siberian Snakes will be installed
in each of the two rings separating each ring into two exactly equally long halves. In one half the
stable spin direction points up and the other down. In this case the spin tune is a half-integer
independent of energy.

Depolarization occurs when the stable spin direction changes so fast during acceleration
that the beam polarization can't adiabatically follow it. This condition is avoided in the AGS with
the 9 degree Partial Snake and in RHIC with the two full Snakes. Particles on the edge of the beam
will sample the focusing fields of the ring quadrupoles and their stable spin direction becomes very
sensitive to these fields when the betatron frequency is equal to the spin precession frequency
(intrinsic spin resonance). This condition cannot arise in RHIC since the spin tune is a half-integer.
To avoid depolarization in the AGS we excited coherent betatron oscillations of all particles while
accelerating through the resonance condition. All particles then experience strong enough focusing
fields that the stable spin direction moves slow enough from up to down that the beam polarization
can follow it adiabatically. A maximum polarization of about 51 % has been reached in the AGS at
22 GeV.

By summer of 1999 two Snakes and one high energy polarimeter will be installed in one of
the rings of RHIC. This will allow for the commissioning of polarized beam acceleration in this
ring during the first year of RHIC operation starting in October 1999. The goal is to accelerate
polarized beam to at least 100 GeV in preparation for a spin physics run at vs = 200GeV in the
second RHIC year starting in October 2000.

43
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Precession Equation in Laboratory Frame :
(Thomas [1927], Bargmann,Michel,Telegdi [1959])

dP/dt = -(e/ytn) [GyB^+Cl+G) BM] x P

Lorentz Force equation:

dv/dt = -(e/ym) [ B ± ] x v

= E/m

For Pure Vertical Field:
Spin Rotates Gy Times Faster than Motion

For Spin Manipulations:
At Low Energy, use Longitudinal Fields
At High Energy, use Transverse Fields



Spin Resonances and Siberian Snakes
Spin Tune v s p : Number of 360° Spin Rotations per Turn

Depolarizing Resonance Condition:

Number of Spin Rotations per Turn
= Number of Spin Kicks per Turn

Only Vertical Field

/Gy = 1.79 Y G ^ =

Vy = E/m ) Qy =

sp = n Imperfection

n ± vy Intrinsic

Local Spin Rotators (Siberian Snakes)

cos(180 v s p ) = cos(672 ) • cos(180 Gy)

180 Gy

0° -»

5 = 180

n

v s p = Vi

Ma Imperfection Resonances*.
Partial Siberian Snake (AGS)

Imperfection and
No Intrinsic Resonances...
Full Siberian Snake

Two Siberian Snakes (RHIC)

vsp = Vi, Stable Vertical Polarization
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Spin Resonances

Holding Field

Driving Field

Rotating Frame

Froissart-Stora(1960): PFnMl| / P j , ^ = 2 exp(ne212a) - 1

£: Driving Field
a: Crossing Speed

Spin down up

Gy

Spin up Spin down
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Polarized Proton Collisions at BNL
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RHIC
Polarimeters

Spin Rotators

Replace with OPPIS:
500 uA, 300 [is, 7.5 Hz

32 —1 —
Lmax= 2x10 s cm
~ 70 % Polarization

= 50-500 GeV

RHIC
PHENIX

AGS

2X1011 Pol. Protons / Bunch
£ = 20 n mm mrad

Accumulation of 20 Pulses
4X1011 Pol. Protons / Bunch
£ = 10 n mm mrad

35 uA, 350 us, 5 Hz
80 % Polarization

Pp2pp

\
Siberian Snakes

Partial
Siberian Snake

Vertical
AC Dipole

AGS
Polarimeter

200 MeV
Polarimeter

Linac

Polarized H Source
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Important Dates and Schedule

RHIC Spin Collaboration (RSC) Proposal

1. Review of Pol. Proton Accel., Feasibility

AGS Partial Snake Test (E-880)

2. Review of Pol. Proton Accel., Progress

RHIC Spin Physics Review

RIKEN/BNL MoU signed

RIKEN Japan Funding for Accel. (10M$)
and PHENIX Detector (10M$)

Final Report of Polarization Measurement
Working Group

First Helical Dipole Prototype Complete

Second Helical Dipole Prototype Complete

3. Review of Pol. Proton Accel., Progress

First Full Helical Dipole Complete

RHIC Completion

2 Snakes and one Polarimeter Installed

First Polarized Beam in RHIC

All Spin Rot/Snakes and Polarimeters Inst.

First Spin Physics Run in RHIC

September 1992

February 1993

April/ Dec. 1994

March 1995

June 1995

Sept. 25,1995

1995 -1999

July 31,1996

October 1996

January 1997

February 1997

May 1998

June 1999

September 1999

> October 1999

September 2000

> October 2000



Michael HARRISON

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11973
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Polarized Proton Collisions at BNL

RHIC
Polarimeters

Spin Rotators

35 MA, 350 ^is, 5 Hz
80 % Polarization

32 —1 —2
Lmax= 2 x 10 s cm
~ 70 % Polarization

= 5 0 - 5 0 0 GeV

RHIC
PHENIX

pp2pp

2xlOU Pol. Protons / Bunch
e = 20 7i mm mrad

Accumulation of 20 Pulses
4X1011 Pol. Protons / Bunch
£ = 10 7C mm mrad

\
Siberian Snakes

Partial
Siberian Snake

Vertical
AC Dipole

AGS
Polarimeter

200 MeV
Polarimeter

Linac

Polarized H Source
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Status

Final focus triplet magnets in production, CQ1,
CQ2, DO's completed. All CQ3's are in

production, 62 out of 78 elements completed as of
the end of March, last magnet scheduled for mid

June

Large aperture dipole (DX) prototype fabricated
and tested successfully. Production started

magnet #1 approaching cold test. (~3 weeks behind
schedule)

28Mhz RF cavities 2,3, & 4 have been accepted

and are in transit

All major power supply orders placed

Beam dump & kicker fabrication in progress
Final tunnel mechanical hardware (DX cryostats

& transfer line) starts to arrive in May

DOE Quarterly Project Review
4/15/98 Mike H
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Installation Status

All 8cm magnets installed, final interconnects in
progress. Completion by end of April (on

schedule)

Triplet lower cryostats assembled in the tunnel.
Interrconnecting cold masses has started at sector

2, the first triplet.

Warm/cold transitions have started

DX lower cryostats by the end of April

External cryogenic piping in place at 2,4,6 & 12.
8&10 start in June. Inside piping installed,

interrconnecting in progress. Valve box piping
complete, internal wiring started

Tunnel infrastructure:- final 2 sextants rewiring in
progress, exhaust fans completed in half ring

second half just starting

Security system in sectors 11 thru 5.

50A power supplies are showing up in the alcoves
Electrical work in RF, Instrumentation & beam

dump areas. Generic tunnel complete

RHIC Spin Workshop
4/27/98 Mike H
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Issues

Need to demonstrate 2nd DX magnet

Cryogenic's has ~$900K FY98 problem. Will
exhaust this year's contingency. RF water system

$200K more than estimate.

Power supply procurement schedule remains only
marginally consistent with Project. Limited initial
impact - affects beam rather than hardware check-

out.

Chronic inability to hire job shoppers (15
techs short at this time )

Schedule items I'm watching: -
RF cooling water, safety system installation, liquid
helium storage system, valve box wiring, BPM's.

DOE Quarterly Project Review
4/15/98 Mike H
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Introduction to the 1.5 days mini-workshop on

Gluons at RHIC

Naohito Saito
Radiation Laboratory

RIKEN (The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research)

Saitama 351-0198, Japan

(http://www.rhic.bnl.gov/pliexuxAVWW/publish/saito/)

The gluons are abundant in the proton. Because of this, gluons play a very important role in the

interaction of the protons. The reaction is dominated by gluon related sub processes such as gg-$ gg

or gq -> gq. The dominance of gluon contribution is especially true for the higher energy hadron

collisions, such as RHIC, Tevatron, and LHC.

The behavior of the gluon in the proton is less known than the quarks in the proton, since a major

probe to investigate the internal structure of the proton, the deep inelastic scattering of leptons off

the proton target, is not sensitive to the gluon distribution. Therefore, the behavior of the gluons in

the protons has been studied in thepp ovpbarp interactions.

The RHIC at Brookhaven National Laboratory will provide a completely new domain of the gluon

study for the following reasons:

1) study of polarized gluons has become possible,

2) pp collision will reach its high energy frontier, and

3) pA and AA collisions will elucidate the gluons in nuclei, which is crucial information for the

exotic search in AA collisions.

The goal of this workshop is to summarize the current status of the knowledge on the gluons in the

unpolarized and the polarized proton and to discuss how we can improve our knowledge using the

RHIC. A special emphasis is put on the measurements of gluon polarization in the proton at RHIC

from three aspects:

1) theoretical definition of gluon polarization and its gauge-invariance,

2) experimental method to extract the gluon polarization from polarized pp reaction, and

3) theoretical and experimental uncertainties involved in the determination of the gluon polarization.

Finally the sensitivity of the proposed RHIC measurements will be compared with other possible

measurements, such as COMPASS and polarized-HERA. The summary table will follow soon.
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Gluon Studies in pp Collisions
Gluons are abundant in the proton
- gluon related processes dominate the reaction

This is true in extremely
high energy
• RHIC, (Tevatron), LHC

Less known for gluon
- sensitivity of DIS limited
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Gluons at RHIC
Completely new domain of studies
- polarized gluon, iSG(x)

• one of the major interests in RHIC Spin physics
- even unpolarized gluon G(x)

• highest energy in pp collisions; any energy
dependent systematic uncertainty?

- "EMC effect" in gluon
• pA and AA; how gluons behave in nuclei?
• provide a basis of "exotic search" in AA

- J/yr suppression ; open heavy flavor production
- nuclear shadowing effect

Naohito Saito, RIKEN
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MRST(gt)
MRST(gl)
CTEQ4M

Unpolarized Gluon Distribution
-* Steve Kuhlmann's Talk

Comparison of the most recent analysis
normalized to MRST central

- MRST distribution
• hep-ph/9803445
• 3 versions of g(x)
<kT> = 0.0, 0.4,0.64 GeV

- MRST(g t ) high gluon

- MRST central
- MRST(g I) low gluon

- CTEQ4M
• PR D55 (97) 1280

Naohito Saito, RIKEN
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Partonic Kinematics
prompt photon example

• Simple minded reconstruction
of partonic kinematics P ^

pp CMS = parton CMS H \
•What is <22? ^ y OQOOOO

sluon

2? quark-jet

How NLO changes
this view?

^=P
r^X

Naohito Saito, RIKEN

CO
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revisit the past to learn something new

— /j0L(Vf.) (1) to warm up (2) to revisit or even
reincarnate

(/i) (1) glue

= RHIC Spin and HI!
(1) revisit gluon to learn something new

(2) warm up gluon to learn something new

Naohito Saito, RIKEN



Unpolarized Gluon Uncertainties and Direct Photon Measurements

S. Kuhlmann, Argonne National Laboratory

This talk described three topics: 1) the uncertainty on unpolarized gluons using just
deep-inelastic scattering and Drell-Yan data, 2) the soft gluon effects in direct photon mea-
surements, and 3) the details of the CDF direct photon measurement.

In reference [1], the uncertainty of the gluon distribution was studied using only deep-
inelastic and Drell-Yan data sets. The parameters of the gluon distribution were varied
systematically, and all of the other quark and gluon parameters were refit. Each variation
was studied in detail, and the resulting band of acceptable gluon distributions provided an
uncertainty estimate. The range of gluons was a relatively small 10% below x < 0.1, but
grows to ~ 50% at larger values of x.

Direct photon data, in principle, could be used to reduce this uncertainty. But the release
of the final E706 data [2] shows a deviation from NLO QCD of up to x4, much larger than
the uncertainty of the gluon. This is attributed to the soft-gluon effects that are seen in
heavy flavor and Drell-Yan data sets.

Finally, the CDF direct photon measurements [3] were described in detail. The detector
is very similar to the STAR detector. The measurements used two independent methods of
subtracting backgrounds, one which utilized transverse shower shapes, and the other which
used photon conversion probabilities. The two methods agreed. Three main problems in
performing the analysis were described: 1) GEANT did not provide an adequate simulation
for either method, 2) the need to reconstruct mesons and compare to simulations, and 3)
backgrounds that could not be attributed to the normal meson decays into photons. The
CDF solutions to these three problems was described.

References
[1] J. Huston et al., hep-ph/9801444

[2] E706 Collaboration, hep-ex/9711017

[3] CDF Collaboration, PRL73:2662, PRD48:2998
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Be at 530 GeV/c
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Most Recent MRS Analysis Applies Kt
Corrections For Direct Photons

Range of Gluons Provided Varying Kt Amount

. Range is as Large as the CTEQ Band.

Which Only Used DIS+DY Data

Need Direct Photon Pt Resummation

For v^ = 200 - 500, Expect All NLO QCD
Predictions to Need an Additional 2-3 GeV of Kt

Ask Yourself, Does it Matter?
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Details of the CDF Direct Photon Measurements

Refs: PRL73:2662 and PRD48:2998

Data at Both -sfs =1800 and 630 GeV

Detector Very Similar to STAR

Two Independent TTQ Subtraction Methods

Electromagnetic Shower Shape 7 vs TT°

Count 7 —>• e+e~ Conversions In Preshower Det.
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Simulations Can Be Non-Trivial to Develop

Early (Online?) Comparison With
Reconstructed Mesons Is Useful

Isolation Useful to Check Background Mix



An Introduction to Resummation and Intrinsic
George Sterman, Institute for Theoretical Physics, SUNY Stony Brook

The influence of partonic transverse momentum on single-particle inclusive cross sections
has been a subject of interest for some time. The standard factorized cross section for A -f B —>
C + X is a convolution in momentum fractions only,

Er
(PpC

fb/B^b, (1)
abc

Transverse momenta kj < \x (relative to the incoming and outgoing directions) are absorbed
into parton distributions / and fragmentation functions D, while larger transverse momenta
are included in the partonic hard scattering a. Corrections associated with this organization of
states appear systematically in higher-order corrections to a. An important example is direct
photon production, which is of special relevance to the determination of the gluon distribution.
Data on direct, or prompt, photons is available over a wide range of y/s and PT, generally with
isolation cuts at collider energies. For some time, many, although not all [1], calculations of
direct photon production based on Eq. (1) have fallen significantly below the data at low pr,
suggesting the need for a "fcy-smearing", perhaps reflecting the intrinsic transverse momentum
of partons in hadrons [2].

An alternative factorization including transverse momenta is [3]

E
da*

<P£ £
ab

/ dx dy d2q <22q' VC,/A{X,PA • n, q) Vb/B{y,PB • n, q')

(s' if u'
(2)

with a modified hard-scattering function ft, which depends on kinematic variables s',t',u' that
include parton transverse momenta. The wave functions V are related to the light-cone wave
functions / in Eq. (1) by

= J2 Jd\ fc/A(\,
where the fe-dependent exponent, which matches perturbative and nonperturbative contribu-
tions [4], has the effect of introducing a Gaussian kr-sniearing into the cross section (2). nM

is an arbitrary gauge-fixing vector, so that p • n increases with the center-of-mass energy. The
exponent S produces a fcy-smearing with a width that increases like the logarithm of s, as
suggested by the analyses of [2].

References

[1] P. Aurenche et al, Phys. Rev. D39, 3275 (1989).

[2] J.F. Owens, Rev. Mod. Phys. 59, 465 (1987); J. Huston et al, Phys. Rev. D51, 6139 (1995);
H. Baer and M.H. Reno, Phys., Rev. D54, 2017 (1996); A.D. Martin et al, hep-ph/9803445.

[3] H.-L. Lai and H.-n. Li, hep-ph/9802414; E. Laenen, G. Oderda and G. Sterman, in prepa-
ration.

[4] J.C. Collins and D.E. Soper, Nucl. Phys. B193, 381 (1981). J.C. Collins, D.E. Soper and
G. Sterman, Nucl. Phys. B250, 199 (1985).
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On possibility to determine sign of AG
from asymmetry of jet production
in polarised pp collisions at RHIC

G.P.Skoro1, M.V.Tokarev2

1 Institute of Nuclear Sciences "Vinca", Belgrade, Yugoslavia
2 Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, Russia

Abstract

The jet production in p—p collisions at high energies is studied. Double-spin asymmetry ALL
of the process is calculated by using Monte Carlo code SPHINX. A possibility to discriminate the
spin-dependent gluon distributions and to determine sign of AG is discussed. The predictions
for the longitudinal asymmetry ALL of the jet and dijet production in the p — jf collisions at
RHIC energies have been made.

1 — Introduction

Both spin-dependent and spin-independent parton distributions in the nucleon are of universal
nature, hence the direct measure of them is one of the actual problem of the high energy spin physics.
Deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering allows us to obtain information on quark distributions but
such information is not sufficient to resolve 'spin crisis' (see [1] and references therein). It is necessary
to know a gluon contribution to proton spin. Therefore future research programs at the RHIC [2],
HERA [3] and LHC (see [4] and references therein) colliders plan to perform experiments with
polarized proton beams to study the spin-dependent gluon-distributions AG(x,Q2).

In the framework of the parton model the basic subprocesses for jet production in the pp collision
are qq —¥ qq, qg —>• qg, gg —> gg. Their contributions to asymmetry ALL depend on a chosen kinematic
region. Therefore the main question is to find the kinematical region more suitable for measuring of
AG(x, Q2). For the direct photon production a main subprocess is the Compton qg —>• 75 scattering.

Up to now, there exists neither a running experiment to directly measure the polarized gluon
distribution nor does the variety of indirect analyses give a unique result. Hence there is no completely
convincing argument on the shape and sign of AG(x,Q2) yet, although a recent NLO analysis
[5] clearly favors a positive sign. However, recent calculations in the context of a non-relativistic
quark model and the bag model, respectively, [6] indicate that the integral over AG(x, Q2) might be
negative too. Both positive and negative values of the sign of AG(x, Q2) over a wide kinematical
range 10~3 < x < 1 were considered in [7]. The possibility to draw conclusions on the sign of the
spin-dependent gluon distribution, AG(x,Q2), from existing polarized DIS data have been studied
in [8]. The result of the DIS data analysis [8] on g™ strongly supports the conclusion that the sign of
AG(x, Q2) should be positive. Nevertheless the additional confirmations on sign of AG are required
and the experiments for direct measuring of the AG/G are necessary.

The aim of the present paper is to study the dependence of asymmetry of jet and dijet production
in p — p collisions on different gluon distributions AG, and especially as a function of sign of AG,
and made predictions of ALL for the future experiment planed at RHIC [9].

1 goran@rudjer.ff.bg.ac.yu
2tokarev@sunhe.jinr.ru
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2 - Spin-Dependent Gluon Distribution
The 3 sets of spin-dependent parton distributions [7] and [10] are used to calculate the jet asym-

metry ALL- First set is based on work of Altarelli and Stirling [10] and include a scenario with
large gluon polarization AC?. Second and third ones have been obtained by the phenomenological
method [7] including some constraints on the signs of valence and sea quark distributions, taking into
account the axial gluon anomaly and utilizes results on integral quark contributions to the nucleon
spin. Based on the analysis of experimental data on deep inelastic data on structure function gi the
parametrization of spin-dependent parton distributions for both positive and negative sign of AG
have been constructed. We would like to note the both sets of distributions describe experimental
data very well. We shall denote A(?>0 and AG<0 sets of spin-dependent parton distributions obtained
in [7] with positive and negative sign of AG, respectively. It was shown in [11] that phenomenological
method reproduces the main features of the NLO QCD Q2-evolution of proton, deuteron and neutron
structure function gi. Therefore the constructed spin-dependent quark and gluon distributions can
be reasonably used to study a asymmetry of jet production in p — p collisions too.

F We would like to note that integral contributions of gluons to the proton's spin is practically
the same in all the parameterizations (Ag ~ 2) so the difference in asymmetry should reflects the
difference in shape of distributions (and sign of AG) used.

3 — Asymmetry of Jet Production
The cross-section for jet production in polarized p — p collisions is given by a convolution of the

partonic cross-section and the polarized parton distributions, summed over all partonic subprocesses
contributing to the reaction p+p—yjet+X. Then, the double spin asymmetry is defined through the
difference of cross-sections (numbers of jets) for antiparallel ( t i ) and parallel (ft) spins of colliding
protons:

with the error:

For detailed study of jets and dijets asymmetry at STAR we have used the Monte Carlo code
SPHINX [12] which is 'polarized' version of PYTHIA [13].

Jet reconstruction was done by the JETSET-subroutine LUCELL [13]. This routine defines jets in
the two-dimensional (r), <£)-plane, r\ being pseudorapidity and (j> the azimuthal angle. STAR detector
covers full space in azimuth and pseudorapity region — 1 < rj < 2. In order to have segmentation
expected at STAR(A??xA^ = 0.1x0.1) we used 30 7?-bins and 60 <£-binsinour calculation procedure.
The values of LUCELL-subroutine parameters Efl and R = y/Arj2 + A<f>2 were Efu = 1.5 GeV
and R = 0.7.

The expected resolution of the STAR Electromagnetic Calorimeter, AE/E~0.l6/i/E, was also
taken into account. To obtain total rates ( Rate = a • C) of jets and dijets at STAR we taken into
account designed luminosity at RHIC, C = SxlO^cm-2;,-1 at V^ = 200 GeV (C - 2xlO32ernes'1
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at y/s = 500 GeV) and effective run time of 100 days with 50% efficiency. The polarization of both
beams was fixed at the value P = 0.7.

4 — Results of Monte Carlo simulations
Figure 3 shows the dependence of ALL on the jet transverse energy ET at y/s = 200 GeV. Points

(open and black boxes) are simulation results with spin-dependent PDF [10] and AG>0 [7]. Errors
on the figure are statistical only. One can see from Fig.3 that the absolute value of ALL for both set
of PDF is less than 5% at ET < 35 GeV. At higher transverse energy ET > 35 GeV the asymmetry
calculated with PDF AG>0 increases with ET.

Dijet production in p — p collisions allows to study so-called 'back-to-back' jets and to extract
more correctly information on the dominant parton subprocess. In our simulations, the dijets were
considered to be found if back-to-back deviations for the two jets don't exceed 30°. The error of the
efficiency of the jet finder is estimated [14] to be at the level of 10 % for J5x~30 GeV.

Figure 4 demonstrates the dependence of the asymmetry ALL of dijet production in the p — p
collisions on the dijet transverse energy ET at y/s = 200 GeV. The pseudorapidity range of jet
production covers — 1 < r\ < 2. Points (open and black boxes) are simulation results with spin-
dependent PDF [10] and AG>0 [7]. Errors on the figure are statistical only. One can see from Fig.4
that the absolute value of ALL for PDF[10] is practically constant (~ (4 — 5)%) up to ET = 60 GeV.
At higher transverse energy range ET > 60 GeV the asymmetry decreases with ET. The asymmetry
calculated with PDF AG>0 [7] is small (< 2%) at ET < 60 GeV and increases up to (15-20)% at
ET>90 GeV.-

We can consider 3 characteristic regions on both the Figures 3 and 4. In the low ET region
(ET < 20 GeV for jets and ET < 50 GeV for dijets) the value of the asymmetry Aff^ obtained
with parametrization [10] is larger than the asymmetry A-[L

k obtained with parametrization AG>0

[7]. The contribution of g — g scattering for A^L~St is 3 times higher than for A™- One can see from
the Fig.la that the ratio AG/G calculated with PDF [10] is larger than AG/G calculated with PDF
AG> 0 [7] at low x, so the behaviour of the asymmetry ALL is reasonable. Moreover, it seems that
this difference can be separated experimentally. On the basis of the obtained results we can conclude
that, the information about AG could be extracted from (relatively) low ET asymmetry values.

In the intermediate ET region (20 < ET < 40 GeV for jets and 50 < ET < 70 GeV for dijets) the
asymmetry Af;£Si decreases and the asymmetry A^£fc increases. The main contribution comes from
q — g scattering and ALL ~ AG/G • Aq/q • OLL- SO the difference of the Aq parametrizations AG>0

[7] and [10] becomes equally important as AG. This region gives us mixed information about ratio
AG/G • Aq/q. The ratio AG/G for parametrization [10] decreases with x at x > 0.2 which results
in the decreasing of asymmetry value ALL- The asymmetry A™ increases with ET. The behaviour
of A£L

k is due to the growth of the ratio AG/G with x.
In the high ET region (ET > 40 GeV for jets and ET > 70 GeV for dijets) the asymmetry

AJjL~St ~ 0 and A™ increases with ET and reaches (15-20)% for jet and dijets production at
ET > 50 and ET > 90 GeV, respectively. The main contribution comes in both cases AG>0 [7] and
[10]) from q — q scattering, so the resulting asymmetries reflect the difference between the Aq quark
distributions. This region is very interesting because of possibility for checking the universality of
factorization of spin-dependent PDF which are extracted from the results of DIS experiments.

Figure 5 shows the dependence of ALL on the jet transverse energy ET at y/s = 200 GeV but for
spin-dependent PDF with different sign of gluon distributions, AG>0 and AG<0 [7]. The asymmetry
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calculated with PDF AG>0 increases with ET, while the asymmetry calculated with PDF AG<0 is
practically equal to zero in the whole region.

Figure 6 shows the dependence of the asymmetry ALL of dijet production in the p — p collisions
on the dijet transverse energy ET at y/s = 200 GeV for the same combination of spin-dependent
PDF's ( AG>0 and AG<0[7] ).

On the basis of these results we can conclude that, the measurements of the jet and dijets asym-
metry at y/s — 200 GeV can give us information about the sign of AG.

5 — Conclusions

The asymmetry of jet and dijets production ALL in p — p collisions at RHIC energies was studied.
The observable is expressed in the parton model via the q—q, q—g and g—g cross sections for different
helicity and spin-dependent parton Aq and gluon AG distributions. The Monte Carlo simulation of
ALL taking into account parameters of the STAR EMC detector was made. Dependence of ALL on
jet transverse energy ET for different parametrization of AG was studied. It was found that the value
of ALL is less than 5% at ET < 30 GeV and ET < 50 GeV for jet and dijets production, respectively.
The asymmetry ALL is sensitive for AG at lower ET values and can give us information about the
sign and shape of the AG(x, Q2). At higher ET range the asymmetry is sensitive for Aq and reaches
(15-20)% for the jet and the dijets production at ET > 50 and ET > 90 GeV, respectively. The
obtained results can be verified in future experiments with polarized protons planed at RHIC.
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Figure 1.
Asymmetry of jet and dijet production ALL in polarised pp collisions at ^/s = 200 GeV for two

different sets of spin-dependent PDFs ( AG>0 [7] and [10]) as a function of jet transverse energy
ET- The errors indicated are statistical only, based on the expected luminosity of RHIC and the
properties of the STAR detector.
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Figure 2.
Asymmetry of jet and dijet production ALL in polarised pp collisions at •*/£ — 200 GeV for two

different sets of spin-dependent PDFs ( AG>0 [7] and AG<0 [7] ) as a function of jet transverse
energy Ex- The errors indicated are statistical only, based on the expected luminosity of RHIC and
the properties of the STAR detector.
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Experimental Informations on the Gluon Polarization
from Deep Inelastic Scattering

T.-A. Shibata l

Tokyo Institute of Technology / RIKEN

Deep inelastic scattering of charged leptons is an effective and well defined
method to study the parton structure of the nucleon. Longitudinally polarized
lepton beam and targets enable us to measure the spin dependent structure function
gi(x). The EMC result in 1987 showed that only a small fraction of the nucleon spin
is carried by the quarks, contrary to the expectation. The analyses showed that up
quark is polarized in the same direction with the proton spin while down quark is
oppositely polarized. Furthermore, strange quark is also polarized in the direction
opposite to the proton spin. This result attracted much attentions and new several
experiements were carried out to further study this problem with the proton and
neutron targets.

In this talk two topics concerning the gluon polarization are presented. The
first one is the polarized gluon distribution function derived by the gi(x) analysis
with DGLAP Q2 evolution equation. A few groups have studied the polarized
parton distribution functions Au(x),Ad(x),AG(x) etc. with this method. In view
of recently increased data set and to investigate the problems in a systematic way
in terms of choice of R-parameter etc., we have set up a program of the DGLAP
Q2 evolution and function parameterization. The result is that the integral of the
polarized gluon distribution function AG(x) is positive. However, the size of the
error is large.

The second topic is the measurement of AG(x) with charm productions in
deep inelastic scattering. The charm production in the deep inelastic scattering
goes through the photon-gluon fusion process where a gluon is dissociated to charm
and anticharm, and one of them absorbs the virtual photon emitted by the lepton.
The open charm, namely D° production and decay in the KTT channel is the cleanest
signal. The excited states of D° can also be used. Other possibility is a bound
charm system J/rfc. J/rp production is dominated with the color singlet mechanism
at small z where z is the energy carried by the hadron divided by the energy of the
virtual photon. The asymmetry in J/ip production at small z can be related to the
gluon polarization. On the other hand, at high z, J/xfi production contains the color
octet mechanism in which the relation with the gluon polarization is theoretically
unclear. HERMES at DESY-HERA and COMPASS at CERN, among other planned
experiments, are scheduled to take data of charm productions in the next years.

1shibata@nucl.phys.titech.ac.jp §5
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Dennis SIVERS

Portland Physics Institute

BREMSSTRAHLUNG MODEL FOR GLUON POLARIZATION

There are several "models" for the spin-weighted gluon density, AG(x,t). However, it
is worthwhile to present here another approach to modelling this distribution because the
arguments involved are instructive on a couple of levels. This dynamic approach takes seriously
the results of the nonrelativistic quark model for the hadronic spectrum and addresses the
question of how these results constrain parton spin densities at low values of Q2. It also
explicitly embodies the constituent-counting rule predictions at large x.

The model is defined by taking as input the Q* stability of the gluon polarization
asymmetry,

and assuming that this stability holds in a region where the Altarelli-Parisi evolution equations
are valid. The shape of the Q2 independent asymmetry, A°(x ), is determined by the "measured"
distributions, q (x,t), A q(xst) and G (x,t).

6

We call this a Bremsstrahlung model because, at large x, it is equivalent to the assumption that
intrinsic gluonic degrees of freedom are absent so that gluons arc "radiated" from valence quarks.
It extends the Close-Sivers perturbative Bremsstrahlung model to other values of x with a
minimum of additional dynamical assumptions. The model can be solved recursively by
Newton's method

a®a4

At low x where gluon densities dominate the requirement of Q2 independence for the asymmetry
corresponds to self-similarity of the fractal structure of the branching in terms of spin content.
It therefore provides a "natural" extrapolation to small x.
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How to Extract the Gluon Polarization using RHIC Probes: a Critical Analysis.

Jacques S OFFER1

Centre de Physique Theorique

CNRS Luminy Case 907

13288 Marseille Cedex 09 France

The total amount of the proton spin carried by gluons is of crucial importance to achieve a

precise understanding of the proton structure. This contribution is given by the first moment of

the polarized gluon distribution AG(x, Q2), which is presently, very poorly known. This is due to

the fact that Deep-Inelastic Scattering (DIS) experiments do not allow a direct determination

of the gluon properties, because of the absence of photon-gluon coupling. Moreover, unlike

unpolarized DIS at HERA, polarized DIS experiments, so far, have given access to a rather

limited Q2 range. As a consequence, the numerous next-to-leading order (NLO) analysis of the

data, on the spin-dependent structure function g\ (x, Q2), leave AG(x, Q2) largely unconstrained.

It is the purpose of this talk to show that polarized proton-proton collisions at RHIC-BNL

offer several new options, which will yield the gluon polarization in a rather broad kinematic

domain, in particular with very large Q2 values. The spin observable we will mainly consider is

the double helicity asymmetry ALLI corresponding to the case where the two initial protons are

longitudinally polarized, for single or double inclusive reactions. Considerations will be given to

the energy dependence of ALL-, as well as \tspT and rapidity behaviours. We will examine in turn,

the different probes which have been proposed in the literature namely, direct photon production,

single-jet and dijet productions, charmonium and heavy quark productions. We will discuss

in some cases the effects of NLO corrections and more generally the theoretical uncertainties

related to the choice of the set of polarized parton distributions. In the case of double inclusive

production (i.e. direct photon + jet or dijet), since ALL is directly proportional to AG(x, Q2), it

is easier to extract it from the data and one can also study rapidity correlations. For charmonium

and heavy quark productions, the dynamicl mechanism is still subject to discussions and the

NLO corrections remain to be completed, so the predictions appear to be less reliable. Finally,

one should also keep in mind that in single particle inclusive production (i.e. -K or A), since the

subprocess gluon-quark is important, these reactions might also be excellent and simple probes

for the determination of the gluon polarization.

'E-MAIL: SOFFER@CPT.UNIV-MRS.FR
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x-Dependent Polarized Parton Distributions for RHIC
Gordon P. Ramsey, Loyola University Chicago and Argonne National Lab
Talk given at the BNL/RIKEN Spin Workshop, April 27-29, 1998

Using QCD motivated constraints and polarized deep-inelastic scattering (PDIS)
data, we have constructed x-dependent polarized parton distributions for each
quark flavor. These satisfy positivity constraints and are evolved using the
NLO DGLAP equations. Three models of the polarized gluon are used to allow
representation in terms of different factorization prescriptions.
[See hep-ph/9803351 for details].

The polarized valence distributions are constructed using a modified SU(6)
model, with a spin dilution factor to modify the small-x behavior of the
polarized valence quarks. The one free parameter is fixed by the Bjorken Sum
Rule. The polarized sea is constructed using the following assumptions:
(1) the SU(3) symmetry is broken by suppressing the strange sea polarization,
using information from PDIS experiments [see Phys. Rev. D55, 1244 (1997)],
(2) the polarized sea is generated from the unpolarized flavors assuming that
\eta(x) = [\delta q(x) ] / [xq(x) ] = a + bx^l/2, where a and b are free
parameters, and <\eta> = <\delta q>/<xq>. This ensures that the overall spin
carried by each constituent, obtained from data, is preserved.
(3) the free parameters are determined from six sets of g_l data, two each of
proton, neutron and deuteron, then averaged for each sea flavor of light quarks.

The three polarized gluon models used to determine the anomaly term in the
factorization prescription are shown in the following transparencies. The
distributions are generated at Q_0A2 of 1 GeV^2 and then evolved using the NLO
DGLAP evolution equations with 3 flavors, until reaching the charm threshold,
where the fourth flavor is included. The overall parametrization is shown in
the following transparencies along with a plot of g_l^p, showing the SMC data
and the distributions using the three polarized gluon models.
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a>Dependent Polarized Parton
Distributions

Gordon P. Ramsey

Loyola University Chicago
Argonne National Lab
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SEA PsrsmetriistiGns:

1.. Polarized to unpolarized sea ratio (Q2 = 1 Gev*):

= en + fc

for each quark flavor, i. Here a,* and 6j are free
parameters, fixed by theoretical arguments or data.

2. Broken SU(3) Sea flavors
= Aus = A3 = Ads = (14- c) As = (14-

3. 75 anomaly: (p \
For each quark flavor: Ag5 = Agc — AG

Refs: Efremov and Teryaev; Altarelli and Ross
Carlitz, Collins and Mueller; Berger and Qiu

7 is convention dependent
physical observables are related to
Aqc do not evolve with Q2 in LO

2)) =
ZTV

(AG(Q2)) =
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Polarized Gluon Models:

1. Moderate:

2. Zero (GI factorization):
AG(x, Q2) = 0

3. Instanton Induced (negative):
AG(x, Q2) = 7(1 - x)7[l + 0.474 ln(x)]

AU at Ql = 1 GeV2.

CTEQ parametrization for the unpolarized gluon

Gauge invariant factorization equivalent to
results obtained for model 2
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The resulting functions TJ(X) for each gluon model are:

Quantity

A G < 0

-2.49 +

-3.03

-3.25,+ 3

-L67

-2.71 + 2.9-y/x

-3.31

= -Ax-0l4Z{l - x)8041(l (4.1)

Flavor

< Au >sea

< Aid > je t t

< As >

< Au >3ea

< Ad >sea

< As >

< Au>sea

< Ad >sea

< As>

AG

xG

xG

xG

0

0

0

Neg

Neg

Neg

A

0.317

0.317

0.107

0.386

0.386

0.173

0.414

0.414

0.212

B

1.124

1.124

1.257

0.990

0.990

1.070

0.954

0.954

0.997

Pi*) 1
-O.278x0644 - 1.682xO937(l - x)-z**(l + 4.269xlJm}

+O.278X0-644 - L682xo937(l - x)-3J**{l + 4.269*1 J")

-S-SSlx^837!! - x ) - » * ( l + 4.269x1508)

-Q.27&X0*4*

+0.278x0644

0

-O.278X0644 - 10.49x1143(l - x)- 1 0 4 1 ( l + 0.474k*)

+O.278x0644 - 10.49x1143(l - x)-l041{l + 0.474hi^>

-20.89x1-143(l - x)-1M1{l + 0.474 In x)
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Key Elements:

1. Separate sea and valence

2. BSR is Basis for valence

3. Include NLO QCD corr. to BSR

4. Separate strange sea (mass effect, e)

5. Separate parametrization for each flavor

6. Different factorizations included

7. 3 Different Gluon Models

8. NLO DGLAP evolution

9. All evolution in x-space

10. Positivity holds

11. Excellent agreement with data

12. Results Compared with others
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Measuring the Gluon Helicity Distribution via pp-> 7 + jet + A" with STAR

S.E. Vigdor

Dept. of Physics, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405, U.S.A.

Measurement of the net gluon contribution to a proton's longitudinal spin projection with a
precision better than ±0.5 would substantially advance our understanding of the spin substruc-
ture, clarifying also the contributions from quarks and from orbital angular momentum. This
precision is attainable, along with high-quality measurements of the dependence of the gluon
polarization on Bjorken x, via 7-jet coincidence detection in STAR.

Among contemplated methods, the detection of 7-jet coincidences from hard p — p collisions
allows one to approach most closely the ideal of extracting AG(xg) directly from the data, at
experimentally determined xg values (see Fig. 1). Still, the envisioned extraction involves sim-
plifying assumptions, whose (model-dependent) effect is important to estimate from simulations.

STAR will be well-suited for 7-jet coincidences when the baseline detector is supplemented
by the barrel electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC), already under construction, and by an endcap
EMC to be proposed to the National Science Foundation in Fall 1998. As detailed in Fig. 2, the
endcap provides access to kinematic regions where the greatest statistical precision in AG(xg)
and the cleanest experimental determination of xg are possible. To distinguish single 7's from
7T° or 77-meson decays up to 60 GeV, the endcap will include a shower-maximum detector (SMD)
comprising two orthogonal planes of scintillator strips of triangular cross section.

Simulation results (Fig. 3) indicate realistic statistical, plus some systematic, uncertainties
achievable with STAR. The extracted values deviate systematically from AG(x, Q2) input to the
simulation (solid curve, based on model A of Gehrmann and Stirling, Ref. 1), because the simple
data analysis neglects a number of effects included in the event generation: e.g., contributions
from qq -» gj, qg -¥ 37 with xg > xq, and kj smearing. The deviations are manageable (£30%)
in magnitude, hence correctable, and become unimportant at xg < 0.1, where the dominant
contributions to the integral AG{Q2) = JQ AG{x,Q2)dx arise.

Simulations also demonstrate that the subtraction of TT° and 77-meson background does not
seriously compromise the impact of the attainable results. As seen in Fig. 4, the imposition of
isolation cuts and cuts on the shower profile measured in the SMD reduce the background/signal
ratio from about 13 (generated by PYTHIA) to 0.6-0.8, roughly independent of the pseudo-
rapidity of the detected particle or of the reconstructed xg value. The background subtraction
procedure outlined in Fig. 5 would increase error bars, over the statistical uncertainties included
in Fig. 3, by a factor of 1.5-2.0, if we can determine the probability that mesons survive the
SMD cut to ±15% from simulations. All other information needed to determine ALL(X9) for
direct 7 production is measured in the experiment itself.

Measurements at two energies, ^5=200 and 500 GeV, will yield AG(xg) over the range 0.02 <
xg < 0.3, with a net statistical plus background subtraction uncertainty £±0.2 in the integral
AG over this range. It appears feasible to control other systematic errors (including beam
polarization calibration) sufficiently to maintain an overall error < ±0.5 in /J AG{x, Q2)dx.
Comparison of results from two energies at overlapping xs-values will test the importance of kj-
smearing and other questionable issues in the theoretical description of direct photon production.

[1] T. Gehrmann and W.J. Stirling, Phys. Rev. D53, 6100 (1996).
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ADVANTAGES OF 114

• one dominant partonic subprocess: q + g -^ q + y

• NLO effects relatively small

• extensive experience from tvnpolarized G(x) fits

• event-by-event kinematic determination of x1 2 , 9 *
(without reliance on poor resolution p (jet)): (n€6(£c4iv\4

PT(Y) « ?

S

PT(Y)
x 2 -

[ exp (ri ) + exp (r\ j e t ) ]

[ exp H i y ) + exp (-r| je t)]
'PP

cot 0* I = I sinh ( 'jet Y
)"

A
a ( 9*), parton distribution functions both favor assignment:

x g = min , x x q = max

=> removes ambiguity re sign of cot 9* (preference strongest
when I x-j — x21 > 0.1, I cos 9* I ^ 0.5 ), allows approx.
LO direct extraction:

„ meas.
LLAG(xg) _

Gfx ) ~ R R_
^ g^ bi bo

I _̂

perform simulations to test effects of neglecting:

q qf —> g y ; Xg<->xq misidentification;
9* reconstruction errors; k j - smearing + g radiation;
eventually, NLO contributions
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Prompt Photon at PHENIX

Yuji Goto, RIKEN

High pr prompt photon in polarized proton collision is a good probe to investigate AG, gluon
polarization in the proton. Prompt photon production is dominated by the gluon Compton pro-
cess. With the asymmetry [ALL) measurement, we can obtain AG/G by using knowledge of the
quark polarization and the asymmetry of elementary process. Detection of the prompt photon is
experimentally challenging because of many background mainly from TT° -> 27.

The prompt photon is detected by an EM calorimeter (EMCal) system at PHENIX. Parameters of
the EMCal system are summarized in Table ??. Using these parameters we are studying the prompt
photon measurement with PYTHIA5.7/JETSET7.4. For the background reduction, isolation cut is
studied by using the generated events. Around each photon, isolation cone is defined with half-angle
R = y/Ar)2 + A<j>2. All hadronic energy deposit in the cone is summed up and the sum is required
to be less than a certain fraction of the photon energy. This cut discards background photon mainly
from TT° in the jet which is accompanied by other particles. On the other hand, the prompt photon
is not accompanied by other particles and survives this cut.

We can impose other conditions, for instance, to use some constant value as the limit of energy
in the cone, to use 1 central arm instead of isolation cone, etc. We need to consider that we cannot
detect neutral hadron without detecting decay photons. There might be some theoretical issues
in using any possible isolation cut to show the experimental result. We need to know how much
uncertainty we have due to these cuts. This issue should be addressed to theorists.

For AG measurement, we need to know gluon's x value using pr value of the prompt photon.
Naive estimation of gluon's x is given by XT — ̂ PT/VS, but this shows the case that 2 colliding
partons, i.e. gluon and quark, are balanced. From the simulation study, gluon's x value is estimated
by specifying PT region of the prompt photon. There is big difference between these two estimations.
This uncertainty must be evaluated.

By considering yield and background, the accessible pr ranges of prompt photon production are
lOGeV/c < PT <30GeV/c for Vs=200GeV and lOGeV/c < pT <40GeV/c for Vs=500GeV. This
correspond to 0.1< x <0.3 for Vs=200GeV and 0.04< a; <0.16 for ^/s=5QQGeV by using the xT to
evaluate the x value. The statistical errors on the AG/G in this region are 5-30% for i/i=200GeV
and 5-20% for v

/s=500GeV, although these will be affected by uncertainties in x value estimation.
All transparencies of this talk is accessible on the Web;
http://www.phenix.bnl.gov/WWW/publish/goto/

1 n 1 <t>
PbSc
PbGl

±0.35
±0.35

90° + 45°
45°

5r,

0.011
0.008

S(j>

0.011
0.008

<TE/E (%)

7.8/VE® 1.5
5.8/VE® 1.0

<rx (mm)

10. /y/E
5./vt®l-0

at (psec)
7 0 / ^ 0 70
1 4 3 / ^ 0 75

Table 1: Parameters of the PHENIX EMCal system, rj and </> show pseudo-rapidity and azimuthal
angle coverages. 6t) and 5<j> show granularity per module. Energy resolution, position resolution and
timing resolution are also listed.
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• PYTHIA5.7/JETSET7.4
- PDFLIB GRV94LO
- prompt photon production

as a signal

- QCD jet as a background

• Luminosity
\hdt = 320 pb~l for Js = 200 GeV

JLdt = S00pb-lforJs =

- 10 weeks run with 70%
efficiency and 70% pol.

RB07C3MV
• M M U J I M /
A 08CS«I.40«V
r ncrru.4(w

0 10 20 30 40 50

(a) photon cross section

0 10 20 30 40 50
Pi(G«V/c)

(b) TT° cross section o



Photon
Around each photon, a cone of a certain radius R is defined.

- Ar|: rapidity interval A<j>: azimuthal angle

• Hadronic energy deposit in the cone (Esum) is required to be
less than a certain fraction of the photon energy (Ey).

Esum <Z'E
y

other isolation cut
• fixed value instead of fraction

Esum< const.
• neutral hadron (other than n°) undetectable
• 1 central arm instead of isolation cone...

theoretical issue ?
• from experimental data to AG information directly ?
• how much uncertainty ?



background for prompt
photon
- before isolation cut i0

• normalized by all background
photon before isolation cut

- after isolation cut
• normalized by all background

photon after isolation cut

ratio before and after
isolation cut
- red line: prompt photon

- yellow hatch: all background
photon

R-0.7 froction-0.05

10

Vs-200GeV before isolation cut V*-500GeV before isolotfen cut

N/?«200G«V ofter isolation cut v»«500C«V after isolation cut

0 10 20

Vfe-200GeV after/before

o 10

Vs-500G«V after/before
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*

statistics
- PB: beam polarization -70%

- N++: parallel spin direction

- N+": anti-parallel spin direction

- A1P:GS95

I

Photon pr

10 -15 GeV/c
15 - 20 GeV/c
20 - 25 GeV/c
25 - 30 GeV/c
30 - 35 GeV/c
35-40GeV/c

v/i=200G«V
Yield

l.OxlO1

1.3x10*
2.7x10*
5.9x10'

Enoti on
ALL AO/G

0.0062 0.046
0.0168 0.089
0.0376 0.171
0.0709 0.300

v/i=500GeV
Yield

O-OxMT
1.8x10*
M x l O 4

1.9x10*
7.7x10*
3^x10"

EIXKSI on

0.0022 0.048
0.0059 0.059
0.0081 04)81
0.0115 0.115
0.0141 0.141
0.0198 0.108

1 AT - T&ble 1: Prompt photon yield and itinuttlom..

Pi N+++N+-
1 1

AG 5Af

*LL

10 -15 GeV/o
15 - 20 GeV/c
20 - 25 GeV/c
25 - 30 GeV/c
30 - 35 GeV/c
35-40 GeV/c

V^ = 200GeV
5.6x10"
4.2x10*
4.9x10"
8.5x10'

V* = 500GeV
1.2xl07

1.5x10"
2.5x10'
7.4x10*
1.9x10*
7.1x10"

Table 2: Inclusive ic° yield estimation.



, 0 .4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0

pTvsgluon'sx
- naive formula ?

- or evaluation with simulation ?

D Vs»50OGeV

i " r n

10 15 20 25 30 35 40
PT (GeV/c)

«XW

0.4 0.8, M t

W-200GWphoton p, 10-t90«v/c v»-5000«v photon p, 10-156«V/c

0.4 OJ Ot

Vs>200GeV photon p, 1 S-200tV/c Vfc-500GtV photon p, 1 S-KKWV/c

*0 04t 0.4 0.$ 0* 1 "0 0.2 0.4 O6

V*=200G*V photon p, 20-250*V/c v%»5O0GtV photon p, 20-25G«V/e

20 1000

0 OJZ 0.4 0.6 OS y t

V»-200G«V photon p, 23-30C«V/e V«-500GtV photon p, 25-30G«V/c
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Summary

The clean and easily interpretedmethod for measuring AG involves the measurement of
longitudinal double spin asymmetry of direct photon + jet events. However detection of
jet pairs may make up in statistics part of what is lacking in clarity of interpretation.
Focusing specifically here on dijets in the central rapidity region

y Luminosity = 800 pbarns'1

> |Yx|<.2
> |Y2|<.2
> pt>5 GeV/c
> Eeffi=500GeV

it is possible to make a determination of AG(x) around x=.O2. This measurement may be

the best handle on the low x part of the integral J . AQ(x)dx . The error in this region is

likely to dominate the error of the integral of the gluon spin. Measurements of
AG(x=.O2) at the 1% level would be very important to limit the lo wx contribution to the
uncertainty of the integral Such a 1% measurement would require the measurement of
many (~107) dijet events. If only 105 events were collected, the double spin longitudinal
asymmetry would not be observable unless the gluon polarization in that region where to
approach 10%.
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1 st Moment of the
Gluon Polarization

i
AG(xmin) = J dxG(x)

xmrn

1

AG(x)
G(x)

% S[ AG(x min)] = J dxG(x)S

U QuarkPotarizationinProton

07

_»- ' I I 1 -

xmm

AG(x)

L G(x) J

100

0 0.1 02 03 0.4 05
0.01

Gluon Structure Function
pt~ 10GeV/c

0 0.1 0.2 0.3
x

0.4 0.5
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Error in Integral
AG(xmin)

For Various Measurements
Integrated Error in DG(xmin)

Integrated ErrorinAG(xmin)

— D-PH-500 be-dg/g

-•-D-PH-500b-dg/g

*-• D-PH 200 b+e-dgfg

-*-A2-jj-500-be

— A1-f500-be

— A2-jj-200-be

03 036 0.4 0.45 OS



Using Jets

129 .

1. To many events.

2. Small x <=> low pt

3. Messy

Selection: |Y2|<-2

Pt>20 105 events

Pt>10 106event

P>5 107ever
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Asymmetry vs Gluon
Polarization around

x~.O2
0.1 P

i 0.01 r

k

j Q.GQQ1

10

i i i 111111 i i i 11111 i i i 11

JetALL 5<P t<m

events

0.001

107 events

i i i LLJ i i i i 11 111 i i i i i i i

— I

0.01 0.1
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Gluon Polarization and Dihadron Production at RHIC

Guanghua Xu
University of California, Riverside, CA 92521

J. C. Peng
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

1. Introduction
Recent Deep-Inelastic Scattering (DIS) experiments

have indicated that gluons may play an important role in
the spin structure of the proton. As an electromagnetic
process, the DIS is not directly sensitive to the neutral
gluons. In contrast, polarized p-p collisions at RHIC of-
fers an opportunity to probe the gluon distributions via
strong interaction processes. Indeed, one of the main
goals of the RHIC-spin physics program is to determine
the spin-dependent gluon structure functions. The pro-
cesses sensitive to the gluon structure functions include
direct-photon production, open-charm production, and
jet poduction. Although the process of dijet production
in hadron-hadron collisions have been studied in the liter-
ature [1], a closely related process, namely the high-mass
dihadron production, has received little attention so far.
The purpose of this note is to discuss the feasibility of us-
ing dihadron production at RHIC to extract information
on the spin-dependent gluon structure functions.

For dijet and dihadron production, subprocesses in-
volving quark-quark, quark-gluon and gluon-gluon scat-
terings can all contribute to the observed cross sections
and double helicity asymmetries. To distinguish the ef-
fects of gluons from those of quarks, it is important to
identify the kinematic region where gluon subprocesses
play a dominant role. After identifying the region where
gluon dominates, it is necessary to check how sensitively
the measurements can separate different parametriza-
tions of gluon stucture functions.

In Section 2, we present the formula and calculations
for the cross sections and double helicity asymmetries
for both the dijet and the dihadron productions. The ex-
pected sensitivity of dihadron measurement at PHENIX
for distinguishing various parametrizations of the spin-
dependent gluon structure functions will be presented in
Section 3. Summary and future prospect will be given hi
Section 4.

2. Dijet and Dihadron Productions in
Hadron-Hadron Collisions

Consider two jets produced with rapidities y\ and 2/2
and with equal and opposite transverse momentum px-
The differential cross section and the double helicity
asymmetry ALL can be written as[l]

M3

2s • cosh2y
-T —

lf%(xA,Q2)fb
B(xB,Q2)-

dt
f(s,i,u) + (a«b)), (1)

ALL = ( -r1; M3

dMdyidy2 2s • cosh2y" —r i -t- oab

da,ab 1

dt
?, i, u)

(a «• b)],

where

with

M = 2pTcoshy*, Q2 = p2
T/4,

%A = y/rev', xB = ^/re~v,

(2)

(3)

M2

T =

. 1 , , 1 .
y = r ( y i - 3 / 2 ) , 2 / = o< (4)

In Eqs. 1 and 2 the daab/di and aa^L are the cross section
and the double helicity asymmetry of the hard scatter-
ing subprocesses [1], and f%{xA, Q ) and A/J;(XA, Q2) are
spin-averaged and spin-dependent structure functions of
parton a in hadron A. We will use the structure func-
tions given by Gehrmann and Stirling (G-S) [2], which
reproduce the DIS data well, as the inputs to our calcu-
lations. The dz(jldMdy-i,dy2 and ALL versus the jet-pair
mass M at yi = j/2 = 0 and v^ = 500C?eV are shown in
Figs. l(a) and l(b), respectively.

Fig. 1 shows that the gluon-gluon scattering process
dominates at most kinematic region. This is due to
the facts that: (i) (d&/di)gg is significntly larger than
other processes, e.g. (da/d£)gg-+gg : (da/di)qq-+qq :
(da/dt)qq;+q,q, = 30.4 : 3.26 : 0.22 at 6 = 90°. (ii)
(aLL)9g^gg has a large positive value ((aLL)gg^gg - 0.77
at 6 = 90°). (iii) gluons are more abundant than the
quarks at the relatively small x region (x < 0.3) ex-
plored at RHIC. Therefore, as long as AG is not too
small, we would expect important contributions to ALL
from gluon-gluon scatterings.

As the rapidity of the dijet increases, our calculations
show that the quark-gluon scattering process becomes
increasingly important. Hence, by choosing a small po-
lar angle 6 (which corresponds to a large dijet rapidity),
one can detect dijets which are sensitive to the valence
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quark distributions. More detailed discussion on the ra-
pidity dependence of dijet production will be presented
elsewhere [3].

To examine the sensitivity of dijet production to spin-
dependent gluon structure functions, we show in Fig.
1 (c) the double helicity asymmetries using three different
G-S parametrizations[2] (sets A, B, and C). As shown in
Fig. l(c), different AG(x, Q2) gives very different ALL,
suggesting that dijet production can be used to distin-
guish different parametrizations for the gluon polariza-
tion.

The cross section and double helicity asymmetry for
dihadron production in hadron-hadron collisions (A+B
-*• C+D+X) are given by[3,4]

2XTXXT2

dMdyidy2 coshy* JpTmi7l

r m " ^ £ ^ ij\ o2)fb C— (

D?(zc)D?(zD)1-1C/.vnDf.^*'*(fl+M.C+li)
dt

(5)

ALL=(
dP(r

dMdyxdy2

m" dzc

coshy*
dpT

PTPT

-,Q )aLL-

D°{zc)D?(zD),
dt

(6)

with

PT=\PT\~\PTI
Zrnin = max{xTx , XT2),

if |p
(7)

where daab/di, afL, f%(x,Q2) and &f%{x,Q2) have the
same definitions as in the dijet case, and (pTmin,PTmax)
specifies the range of the net pr of the dihadron. D^ (z)
and D^{z) are the fragmentation functions describing
the probability for a parton to hadronize into a hadron
carrying a fraction z of the parton momentum.

If we integrate over j/i and y2, Eq. 5 can be written as

da

^ dMdyxdy2
(8)

and a similar expression for ALL- The rapidity coverage
for the detector is from — Y to Y, and

M2

Vmin = max(-Y,ln yx),s
M2

Umax = min(Y, -j/i - In ).
s (9)

We have calculated the differential cross section and
double helicity asymmetry ALL for 7r°-pair production
in p-p collision. We chose 7r°-pair production in our
study for two reasons. First, the detection of TT0 is rela-
tively straightforward since it only requires electromag-
netic calorimeter. Second, there exist some 7r°-pair pro-
duction data from ISR [5] and our calculations can be
compared with these data.

Using the structure functions of [2] and the fragmenta-
tion functions given in [6], we calculated the differential
cross section $GJdMdy\dy2 and ALL for 7r°-pair produc-
tion in p-p collision at j/i = j / 2 = 0 and y/s = SOOGeV for
\pr\ < lGeV/c. The results are shown in Figs. 2(a) and
2(b). Comparing Fig. 2 with Fig. 1, one observes similar
shapes for ALL in dijet and dihadron productions. How-
ever, the predicted ALL is shifted towards lower dihadron
mass M for dihardon production versus dijet production.
In other words, there appears to be a correspondence be-
tween the dijet production at a given M and the dihadron
productions at a lower M.

This approximate correpondence between dijet and di-
hadron productions can be understood by considering the
simple case of y\ = y2 — 0 and the net dihadron pr = 0.
We find MdihadTon ~ zMdijet, where z is the mean value
of z, and the dihadron production is sampling the x re-
gion very similar to that of the dijet production. This
rough correpondence between dijet and dihadron produc-
tions has an important implication, namely, information
which are obtained from high-M dijet measurement can
already be obtained in dihadron measurement at signifi-
cantly lower M.

To check the sensitivity of dihadron production to the
gluon polarization, we show in Fig. 2(c) the predic-
tions for ALL for the three G-S AG(x, Q2) parametriza-
tions. [2] The results indicate good sensitivity to the spin-
dependent gluon structure functions just like the case for
dijet production. This is to be expected given the rough
correpondence property discussed above.

An extensive study of 7r°-pair production in pp colli-
sions has been performed at ISR by the CCOR collabo-
ration.[5] In Fig. 3, we compare our calculations with the
CCOR data. Note that a normalization factor of 2.5 has
been applied to the calculations. This normalization fac-
tor is reminiscent of the .ftf-factor in the Drell-Yan process
and it reflects additional contributions from higher-order
processes to the dihadron productions. The mass and the
y/s dependences of the CCOR data are well reproduced
by our calculations.



3. Dihadron Productions at PHENIX
In this Section, we consider the expected rates and

sensitivities for measuring 7r°-pair productions using the
PHENIX detector at RHIC.

RHIC can accelerate polarized proton beams up
to V* = 500Gey at the luminosity of 2 x 1032 x
(^/s/500)cm~2sec~x with large polarization of 70%. In
the following studies, we will assume the integrated lumi-
nosity of 8Q0pb~l for -y/s = 500GeV, which corresponds
to 10 weeks of running time.

The azimuthal acceptance for PHENIX detectors is
about 135°. For net pr < lGeV/c, and A?/i = Aj/2 =
0.15 around 2/1=2/2= 0, we show in Fig. 2(c) the ex-
pected statistical errors for a 10-week run. The dihadron
measurements can clearly separate the three AG's given
in [2].

If we integrate over the polar angles corresponding to
the PHENIX acceptance in pseudo rapidity, -0.35 < 77 <
0.35, the expected yields for 7r°-pair production are listed
in the following (where the unit of M is GeV/c2):
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Kinematic Range
8 < M < 12
12 < M < 16
16 < M < 36
36 < M < 52

Yield
~ 5.0 x 10b

~ 6.1 x 10°
~ 1.7 x 10°
~ 1.2 x 103

The sensitivity of this measurement to the three AG's is
shown in Fig. 4. The integration over the polar angles
will smear out the kinematic region x for a given M, but
better statistics will be obtained for distinguishing the
three AG's.

As seen from Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 4, one can distinguish
the three AG's quite well at least up to M ~ 20GeV/c2,
which corresponds to x ~ 0.13. For distinguishing the
three AG's at higher M, more statistics is needed.
4. Summary and Future Prospect

We would summarize the above discussions as follows:

1. Dihadron and dijet productions at RHIC are sensi-
tive to gluon structure functions.

2. A rough correspondence exists between dihadron
and dijet productions. This feature makes it possi-
ble to use dihadron production as an alternative
method to study spin-dependent gluon structure
functions.

3. A two-month measurement for 7r°-pair production
at PHENIX could clearly distinguish the various
Gehrmann and Stirling polarized gluon structure
functions.

4. Further studies are required to investigate the sen-
sitivity of these results to fragmentation functions,
and to extend the investigation to other dihadron
channels such as TT+-K~ .
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FIG. 1. Calculations of dijet productions in p-p collisions FIG. 2. Calculations of 7r°-pair productions in p-p colli-
at v/i = oQOGeV and y^ = y2 = 0. (a) and (b) show the sions at y/s = 500GeV and yi = j/2 = 0. (a) and (b) show the

contributions from various subprocesses to the cross section
and double helicity asymmetry, and (c) shows the ALL using

contributions from various subprocesses to the cross section
and double helicity asymmetry, and (c) shows the ALL using
three sets of parametrizations of gluon polarization given in three sets of parametrizations of gluon polarization given in
[2]-

g
[2] and the expected statistical errors for a 800p6~x run in
PHENIX.
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FIG. 3. Comparison between the calculations and the
7r°-pair production data in p-p collision from CCOR[5] at T/S
of 44.8 and 62.4 GeV. A normalization factor of 2.5 has been
multiplied to the calculations at both energies.
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FIG. 4. Calculations of ALL for 7r°-pair detection at
•v/i = SOOGeV integrated over the full acceptance of the
PHENIX detector. The expected statistical errors for a

fc"1 run are also shown
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Determination of AG from Open Heavy-Flavor Production*
Melynda Brooks, Joel Moss

Los Alamos National Laboratory

A study has been performed to look at the feasibility of getting a measure of AG/G by
measuring the asymmetry in single muon production from heavy quarks, using the PHENIX
muon detector. If the dominant production mechanism for heavy-quarks is assumed to be gluon-
gluon fusion, then the asymmetry can be written as

ALL = AG/G(xO * AG/G(x2) *
a = -(32y2 - 16y4 - 8x2 - 8x2y2

(32 - 32y2 - 16y4 +
8x2y4

2
x4 - x4y4)/

8x2 - 8x2y2 + 8x2y4 + x2 - x4y4)

(1)

(2)

where x=V»/irtQ , #=sxiX2, and y=cos(8). If the analyzing power, a, is large then a measurement
of the asymmetry in heavy-quark production will provide a sensitive measurement of AG/G at
the xi, X2 probed by the detector at the given Vs running. For the PHENIX muon detector
acceptance and Vs = 200 GeV running, the analyzing power varies and is only found to be
consistently large (and negative) at large pt (>6 GeV) of the measured muon. Therefore, if you
want to measure an asymmetry which is sensitive to the polarized gluon structure function, you
should measure single muons at large pt.

A simulation was performed to look at the overall sensitivity of an asymmetry
measurement using the PHENIX detector's south muon arm. Muons from b and c quarks were
produced using PYTHIA, tuned to match b and c experimental data. A detector acceptance cut
was put on the muons, the xi and x2 of the production obtained from PYTHIA, the analyzing
power calculated from equation (2), and the resulting asymmetry determined using different
polarized gluon structure functions from Gehrmann and Stirling [1] and equation (1). The
asymmetry and its statistical error were then examined versus different pt cuts on the accepted
muon. The results showed that for an integrated luminosity of 320 pb"1 and pt>6 GeV, a
significant measurement of ALL, AG/G can be obtained which can easily distinguish between the
B + C models of Gehrmann and Stirling (see figure from talk).

The background single muons, which come primarily from the decays of pions, kaons,
and J/\[/s, were also examined and found to be produced well below the level of single muons
from b and c for the PHENIX muon acceptance and Vs=200 GeV. In addition, any contribution
to the asymmetry from muons from pion and kaon decay can be examined by looking at the
single muons versus the event vertex since the decay muons will preferentially come from events
that have a vertex far from the absorber material in front of the muon tracking volume rather than
events with a vertex close to the absorber material.

*Talk can be found at:
http: //www.rhic .bnl.gov/phenix/WWW/publish/brooks/meetings/spin2
7 apr9 8/index.htm

*Paper can be found at:
http: //www.rhic .bnl . gov/phenix/WWW/muon/working_group/muphysics/
single_muon/singlemu.pdf

[1] T. Gehrmann and W. J. Stirling, Z. Phys. C65,461 (1995).
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Determination of AG from Open Heavy-Flavor
Production

J. Moss*, M. Brooks

How to get a measure of AG/G with single muons

PHENIX Measurement:
PHENIX muon arms
Simulations performed to study sensitivity of measurement

M. Brooks, 27-Apr-98
Spin Workshop



PHOENIX
Determination of AG from Open Heavy-Flavor

Production
Heavy quarks (b,c) produced via two-gluon fusion
Quarks produce single muons detected in 1 of the PHENIX muon arms
Asymmetry in production is related to AG/G via the following equations:

- (32y z -16y 4 -
d—

4, 44

4 +8JC2 8 J C V +8JC 2 J 4 + x2 x4y432-32J2 -I63;4
 +8JC2 - 8 J C V +8JC2J4 + x2 -x4y

y=cos(0)

If a is large enough, ALL measurement is sensitive to AG/G.

M. Brooks, 27-Apr-98
Spin Workshop



PHOENIX

Simulation of Single Muons

SIGNAL:
Generate charm and beauty events with PYTHIA (o=200|abams,
2|abarns,Vs=200 GeV)

BACKGROUNDS:
Generate pions and kaons using Boggild* parameterization
Generate JA|/ based on work by Vogt** (oB=0.078 (ibarns)

Run events through "fast" simulator which includes acceptance of muon arm,
simulates n and K decay before the tracking volume

Compare smaller set of events from full PISA/PISORP simulation to "fast"
simulator to verify it works well

Calculate ALL using x1? x2 from event generator for each "accepted" event

Examine versus pt of accepted muon

*from private communication with J. Moss
"Atom. Nucl. Data Tab,. 50, 343(1992) £ *
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Single muons from heavy quarks and
backgrounds" accepted into South Arm
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'reduction from 10g sec at 10% Luminosity
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Asymmetry, AG Measurement at full luminositv running
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J/ip Production in pp Collision at PHENIX

N.HAYASHI, Y. GOTO, K. KURITA and N. SAITO

The spin-dependent structure functions of the nucleon, particularly the
quark spin contributions, have been studied extensively in polarized deep in-
elastic scattering experiments in the last decade. However, the the gluon spin
contribution to the nucleon spin remains as a weakly constrained quantity.

J/tp production in proton-proton collision is dominated by gluon-gluon
scattering process and relatively high rate is expected. Furthermore, the
detection of J/ip through its dilepton decay is experimentally rather unam-
biguous. Then, J/ip production in pp is a good tool to study the gluon inside
the proton.

However, theoretical understanding of the J/ip production mechanism is
not settled yet. There are three major models which describe J/ip produc-
tion and those were discussed in this talk. The best candidate is Color-
Octet Model (COM) which has been developed in terms of NRQCD (Non-
relativistic QCD) seems to agree the CDF J/ip data, although still few prob-
lems remain.

The COM contribution is implemented into a physics event generator
PYTHIA by following B.Cano-Coloma et al.prescription [1]. By using this
program, we calculated that over 106 J/ip (pr > 2 GeV/c) would be expected
at PHENIX Muon-arm acceptance at yfs = 200 GeV, which allows a precise
asymmetry measurement. Sensitive x region of the gluon has a peak for
larger x ~ 0.1, but much broader for the lower x. Subprocess asymmetries
a,LL have been calculated for each color-octet intermediate states. Next step
is to calculate an inclusive J/tp asymmetry basing on those facts for different
AG predicted models.

References

[1] B. Cano-Coloma, M.A. Sanchis-Lozano, Nucl. Phys. B508 (1997) 753.
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Production Models
\

We have to start from production mechanisim not only
spin-dependent part.

• Color-Singlet Model (CSM):
R.Baier and R.Riickl, Z. Phys

3 Q*>\
(198i) 268.

formation in color-singlet states cc

— can't explain CDF direct J/V>, ^(25) results

• Color-Octet Model (COM):
E.Braaten et al., Annu.Rev.Nucl.Part.Sci. 46 (1996) 197.

— color-octet states becomes J/tp in non-perturbative
region

— g -> c fragmentation

— non-perturbative matrix elements ((O$(zSi)), etc.)
determined by experimental data

— But HERA data not supportive

• Color Evapolation Model (CEM):
H.Fritzsch, Phys. Lett. B67 (1977) 217.

— a certain fraction of cc pair forms J/%j)

— Xc photoproduction rate can't be explained
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J/ip Photoproduction at HERA 1

M.Beneke, et al. Phys. Rev. D57(1998) 4258.

• How to interprete?

— NLO correction

— Modify non-perturbative matrix elements

— Pr(J/ip) < 5 is too sensitve ...

— Small x behavior of the gluon ...

• Proof of COM

— J/tj) polarization predicted by COM

— Determination of non-perturbative matrix elements
from other process (b -> J/ip)
S.Fleming et al.. Phys. Rev. D55 (1997) 4098

— Lattice Calculation ...
G.T.Bodwin et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 77 (1996) 2376.
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Origin of J/tp I

prompt <

B decay

direct

Xc,i>(2S) decay

It was thought main contribution is B dceay.
CDF separated B decay origin by using SVX.

They found that...

Monte Carlo for

PYTHIA : Monte Carlo generator
CTEQ2L : parton parameterization

Color-Octet Model implemented into PYTHIA
hep-ph/97(>6270 B.Cano-Coloma, et al.

• tuned for CDF data

• For our study, only g + g —¥ J/ip 4- g is used.

— Estimated 25% g + q contribution is included by
increasing a factor

B decay contribution at CDF, 30%
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J/tp Yield |

320 pb'1 at y/s = 200 GeV

800 pb~l at y/s = 500 GeV

PT (GeV/c)

2-4

4-6
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12 - 14

14-16

16-18

18-20
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72fk
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1.2M

170k

3200

*/s =

Singlet

540k

19k

2200

320

= 500

Octet

9.0M

1.8M

520k

160k

62k

25k

Ilk

4700

2800
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Summaryi

• J/ip production in pp gluon-gluon process dominant

detection less problem and high statistics

• Color-Octed Model seems to be a choice...

— But HERA data need to be explained

— J/tj) polarization measurement is a test for the model

— More theoretical progress should be done

• Color-Octet Model implemented into PYTHIA

• Consistency check with CDF J/t/> data

• J/tp Yield Estimation for PHENIX



Yousef Makdisi
BNL, RHIC Project

RHIC Spin Collaboration Workshop
April 27 - 29, 1998

MEASURING THE BEAM POLARIZATION AT RHIC

(Introduction to the session)

We are within one year of witnessing the first heavy ion physics collisions at RHIC scheduled for
June 1999. The hardware needed to commission one ring with polarized protons, two Siberian
snakes and one polarimeter, should be installed prior to October 1999.

The road to develop a polarimeter for RHIC has been a long one. A committee was formed to
choose from various polarimeter options with the target goal to measure the absolute beam
polarization to 5%. This solution requires a polarized hydrogen jet target (A. Penzo) which will
be used to calibrate the online polarimeters. This is envisaged beyond day-one.

The near term goal and financial constraints call for the installation of an inclusive pion
polarimeter in one ring. This serves the commissioning phase and will measure the beam
polarization to better than 10% between injection and 100 GeV/c. Towards this end, experiment
E925 was installed on the AGS floor, ran with a polarized proton beam, and measured the
asymmetries in inclusive pion production at RHIC injection energy from a carbon target with
quite promising results (H. Spinka).

A parallel effort to develop a second polarimeter looking simultaneously at the same carbon
target but utilizing the asymmetry in the Coulomb Nuclear Interference in P-C scattering has also
netted interesting results in measurements at Kyoto (K. Imai) and at IUCF (D. Fields). If the
concept proves viable at high energies, this is a promising method to measure the polarization of
both beams in a single setup.

This session presents the status of these efforts and of course there is no shortage on new ideas,
some of which will also be discussed. Our task is to finalize the designs, develop the hardware,
and start installation in the RHIC tunnel starting this summer and continue during the periods
when the tunnel is open in order to be ready by October 1999.
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Constraints on the RHIC Polarimeter Design

The polarimeter(s) has to satisfy the following:

• Beam polarization monitor for Physics (5 % )
Several samples over the duration of a fill

• Beam polarization diagnostic tool
Sample on demand
Online

• Machine tuning tool
Fast/within few minutes
Online

• A large dynamic range Energy independent?
23 GeV/c at injection
250 GeV/c at top energy

• Measure AN and if possible another component As

• Ideal Large analyzing Power &
Large Cross section &

Low background

• Reasonable Cost
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Candidate Processes

• p-p Elastic scattering
The AGS internal polarimeter, the analyzing power is
proportional to 1/p. Experimental data good to 10%.

• Primakoff Production in the Coherent Coulomb region (E704)

at t< 0.001

Gave a large analyzing power of -0.57 +/- 0.12 +/- .20
Large background.
D. Carey et al Phys. Rev. Lett. 64, 357 (1990)

• p-e elastic scattering
Calculable process with large analyzing power ANN, ALLin the
forward direction of the electron and drops dramatically with
large angles at few mr. ASL possible at RHIC.

I. V. Glavanakov et al. INP Tomsk preprint 2/95,1/96
and published in the proceedings of the Spin96.

• e-p Deep inelastic scattering, G. Igo (from SMC and SLAC )

• p-p elastic scattering in the CNI region using the PP2PP

• Inclusive Pion production from carbon,
E704 and ZGS from H2

• P Carbon CNI (tests at Kyoto, IUCF, AGS)
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The polarimeter Vs Energy

We envisage Two reference points:

23 GeV/c RHIC injection..... measured to 10%

200GeV/c measured to 8-9%

A measurement at an energy imbetween involves:

1) Measure the asymmetry at a convenient anchor'
2) Move to the desired energy and measure the

asymmetry there.
3) Return to the reference energy and measure again.

The assumption is that the dynamics of beam acceleration
and deceleration will affect the polarization equally.

SATURNEII (500 - 3000 MeV).

A. Nakach et al. Determination of the Proton Beam Polarization
at High Energies by Measurement After Deceleration.
Proceedings of the 6th Symposium on High Energy Spin
Physics, Marseille 1984, pp C2-647.

IUCF (200 - 400 MeV)

B. von Przewoski et al. Calibration of the Polarization of a Beam
of Arbitrary Energy in a Storage Ring. Proceedings of
SPIN96,pp513.

C. Pollock at al. Sumbitted to Phys. Rev.
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COST and Schedule

• At latest count the polarimeter cost has dropped from $1.5 M
to less than $ 0.5 M.

• The profile sets the polarimeter(s) funding after the
snake/rotator fabrication,

• This calls for a) creative financing, & b) recycling

• At least one polarimeter is required to allow commissioning in
FY 2000,

• The work started now with construction and installation
completed by Oct 1st, 1999.

• E880 and E925 are scheduled for another run in Feb 1999.

The 5% Solution and Long Range Plan

• Install a polarized hydrogen Jet Target,

• Measure the Jet target polarization to less than 5%,

• Measure the beam polarization,

• Calibrate analyzing power of the polarimeter to better than
5%,

• Use the calibrated polarimeter to measure the absolute beam
polarization. This process could be done at any desired energy.



TOWARD THE COMMISSIONING, OPERATION & PHYSICS
Objective: Full scale physics program as early as possible

CY1998 CY1999
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

THE RING

COLLIDER

Open

Collider Integrat'n

Closed Open Closed Open

Test Run

i.

Installation
1 - 3 bunches of Remaining
Long bunch

DETECTORS Assembly & Test Outside of Ring

Equipment

Run Summer
Shut down

Commissioning
Begins

Detector Roll-In
Detector
Commissioning
& de-bugging

Closed

Luminosity Run

Full Scale Physics Program

PROJECT COMPLETE

Detector
Roll-in

Full scale relativistic heavy ion physics program in the fall of 1999

Presentation to Dr. P. Rosen (2/20/97)
U l



Progress Report on the
Design of the RHIC Pion

Inclusive Polarimeter

H. Spinka
27 April 1998

• Existing data (D.L. Adams et al., PL £264. 462
(1991) and W.H. Dragoset et al., PR D18, 3939
(1978) and preliminary data from BNL E925) sug-
gest sizeable TT̂  inclusive asymmetries at large xp.
Both Ipp and ^pC reactions show these asymme-
tries.

• A revised pion inclusive polarimeter design is re-
quired by financial limitations. A carbon ribbon
target, five dipole magnets, and scintillator hodo-
scopes will be used. The first three magnets will
move for different beam momenta.

• The polarimeter design will cover beam momenta in
the range 23 - 100 GeV/c, xF > 0.5, and PT > 0.7
GeV/c.

• It is suggested to record all sealer data for each
bunch in both beams for use by RHIC experiments.

• The schedule is tight to complete the installation
of the polarimeter hardware. The first polarized
beam runs are expected to occur after Oct. 1999,
but hardware from BNL E925 will not be available
until after Feb. 1999.
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Components of the Pion Inclusive

Polarimeter

Carbon Ribbon TargeL

5 - 1 0 figm/cm2 0-02 mm wide ' *

plus a thin window in the vacuum box for

pions to exit

Five Dipole Magnets.

first three are movable, others are fixed

Four Scintillator Hodoscopes.

modified from BNL E925 and FNAL E704

6 mm wide scintillators and 2 mm wide seg-

ments ^---

mm

# 1 X plane 8-10 cm x 4 cm

# 2 X.Y planes 3-4 cm x 5 cm

# 3 X,Y planes 3-4 cm x 7 cm

# 4 X,Y planes 10 cm x 10 cm

perhaps U and/or V planes in one or more

hodoscopes
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~5 m Long Collimator.

Three Trigger Scintillators Near Hodoscopes
#2-4.

Optional Cerenkov Counter.
to identify pions from kaons and protons

Hadron Calorimeter,
(borrow existing modules?)

Luminosity Monitor Telescopes.
(three small scintiliation counters per tele-
scope, mounted above and below the beam
looking at the carbon ribbon target)

Cables, HVPS, Electronics.

Data Acquisition Hardware.
including computer and associated software



Target
Vacuum Pipe

Beam

r cm

- 4 0

- 2 0

Hodoscopes and
Trigger Counters Calorimeter

Magnets

Collimator Cerenkov
Counter

0 10 15 20 25 30 35 m
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Suggested Information Available

to RHIC Experiments

It is suggested to record in a file the following
sealers for each bunch and beam whenever a po-
larimeter measurement is made:

• Luminosity monitor coincidences and acci-
dentals.

• Coincidences and accidentals for each po-
larimeter arm.

• Duration of the measurement.

From this information, the expected average prod-
uct of beam polarizations at each RHIC detec-
tor, weighted by the luminoisities measured at
the polarimeters, can be calculated and made
available. However, each experiment may wish
to calculate this product using luminosities mea-
sured in their intersection region or eliminating
data from certain bunches. The data recorded
in the file should allow such a calculation.
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Schedule

The short-term schedule is:

Feb. 1999 E925 run with liquid hydrogen

Mar., April 1999 Jnstall some polarimeter
hardware

Mar.-Aug. 1999 modify E925 hodoscopes

Aug., Sept. 1999 install additional polari-
meter hardware

after Oct. 1999 first polarized runs in one
beam

After the first polarized runs, the polarimeter
performance will need to be evaluated and per-
haps changes or improvements made. A po-
larimeter in the other beam will need to be con-
structed before the first data taking with both
beams polarized.

down



Pion polarimetry issues.

I. G. Alekseev. V.P. Kanavets, B.V. Morozov,
V.M. Nesterov, D.N. Svirida.

(ITEP, Moscow)

Some conclusions coming from background
simulations.
A simulation of detector acceptance and backgrounds was
performed for two-armed polarimeter based on toroidal
magnets. Our results could be interesting for understanding
of current polarimeter design also.

0 Inclusive pion polarimeter can work up to the highest
intensities of RHIC: P=250 GeV/c, bunch filling 2-1011

protons and 120 bunches per ring.
0 Main source of parasitic particles comes from fast

particles produced on the target, which go the most way
in the beam pipe and then produce a shower on its wall.
Due to the fact that detectors are too near to the tube
this can not be cured by shielding.

0 Acceptance is enough to ensure small measurement
times, but the problem could come from emittance
blowup at low energies, especially at small bunch filling.
So we should not drop the acceptance without serious
reasons.
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Two-arm polarimeter with toroidal magnets
Detectors

Fiber target

. • • . , ,

M l , ,

1 m.
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Absolute calibration of inclusive pion polarimeter with
polarized jet target.

We can go on now with relative inclusive pion
polarimeter and, if then a strong demand for precise
absolute value arise, obtain it for old measurements
also.

To have the same geometry for polarized target as for
polarized beam we need:

Direction and momentum of pions does not depend
beam momentum, so the two-arm setup
angles elab=45-78° and cp=0±10°, 18O±1G°

ranse near 1 GeV will suit for all

on the
covering
and momentum
beam energies.
The estimated time of gathering of 104 pions
corresponding to "polarized beam" Xf=0.5±0.1 and
pt=0.8±0.1 GeV/c is 30 min. at 25 GeV and several
seconds at 250 GeV on a polarized jet target with
thickness 1013 atoms/cm2.
This method also votes for using hydrogen jet target in
polarimeter because carbon can not be accelerated at
RHIC to 250 GeV/nucleon, which we need to make
calibration at 250 GeV.

Conclusion: Inclusive pion polarimeter is quite
reasonable choice for poiarirnetry at RHIC.
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Beam polarization measurement

A
P

beam target

Analysing power measurement

A

beam target



Notes on Elastic pp Polarimetry at High t for RHIC

I.G. Alekseev, V.R Kanavets. B.V. Morozov, V.M. Nesterov, D.N. Svirida
ITEP, Moscow

RHIC Spin Workshop, BNL, April 27, 1998

Recently Boris Kopeliovich suggested to use the elastic proton-proton scattering near |i| «
1 (GeV/c)2 for absolute polarimetry. These notes contain our estimates on the subject, con-
cerning the possibilities of its realization. The available data at the energies above 40 GeV in
\t\ « 1.2 ± 0.2 (GeV/c)2 interval reveals the asymmetry about A « -(0.05 -=- 0.10). Unfortu-
nately these results have large errors and new precise asymmetry measurements are necessary
in advance in order to use it for polarimetry. This could be achieved either with a polarized jet
target or by measurement of the recoiled proton polarization, which is equal to the asymmetry in
elastic processes. The recoiled proton polarization can be determined by their second scattering
on carbon in a standard and calibrated polarimeter. The inspection of available experimental
data on crossection and asymmetry leads to the conclusion that the "elastic" polarimetry at
large momentum transferred is bounded to the energies above 40 GeV and relatively narrow t
interval At ~ 0.2 (GeV/c)2. Then we considered the principal features of the possible layouts
separately for the measurement of the recoiled proton polarization and for the polarimetry itself.
The instrumental restrictions are imposed by the elastic scattering kinematics and the properties
of the carbon polarimeters. We also need a ±90° spin-rotator (solenoid) to cancel false asymme-
tries in the polarimeter. So the magnetic channel for the recoiled proton transportation to the
polarimeter should include: a couple of wide aperture quadruple lenses near the target, a dipole
magnet for the proton momentum measurement, another couple of lenses and a spin rotator. In
order to select the events of elastic scattering the precision measurements of both recoiled and
forward proton angles is necessary, since the angular correlations are the most powerful selection
criteria in the case. For the available experimental data we estimated the counting rates. We
calculated the event number and time required to achieve 5% precision in beam polarization. For
the same conditions taking into account "figure of merit" of standard carbon polarimeters we
obtained that the time required to measure the recoiled proton polarization is approximately 75
times more than the time required to measure the beam polarization itself. Using of polaxized
jet target with thickness p > 1013 proton/cm2 has several obvious advantages. We concluded
that the absolute polarimetry based on elastic pp scattering near \t\ = 1 (GeV/c)2 is possible in
the energy range (40 — 250) GeV, but requires large measurement times, particularly in the case
of recoiled proton polarization analysis.
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NOTES ON ELASTIC pp POLARIMETRY AT

HIGH t FOR RHIC
I.G. Alekseev, V.P. Kanavets. B.V. Morozov, V.M. Nesterov,

D.N. Svirida

ITEP, Moscow

— Absolute polarimetry — Boris Kopeliovich suggestion:
pp ->pp at \t\ = 1 (GeV/c)2

— Possibilities of realisation: our estimates

— Available data (fig. 1,2):
at E > 40 GeV/c, |/|=1.2 ± 0.2 (GeV/c)2

A « - (0.05-0.10), Large errors
U U U

— New precise asymmetry measurement are necessary for
polarimetry

^^r Polarized jet target
— Two ways: < < ^

^ ^ ^ Recoil proton polarization (P)
measurement (Kopeliovich suggestion)

— For elastic scattering p = A
— p via second scattering on carbon in a standard and calibrated

polarimeter
— Figures: crossection and asymmetry

do/dt: strong dependence on t, 5 times in At = 0.2 (GeV/c)2

1 jubarn/(GeV/c)2 @ 50 GeV, 0.5 jubarn/(GeV/c)2 @ 200 GeV

At 24 GeV A * 0 near |/| = 1 (GeV/c)2 .

I. Recoiled proton polarization measurements
Kinematics:

Polar angle of recoil proton has weak dependence on initial
energy and could be fixed at 6 = 60° ± 20 mrad
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Instrumental restrictions from properties of carbon
polarimeters:

Prec = (1-1.5) GeV/c, Ac « 0.25

False asymmetries « 0.002-0.005 or « (10-25)% for V = 0.08
U U U

SPIN ROTATOR ± 90° (solenoid) for systematic error
compensation

Magnetic channel:

• Couple of wide-aperture quadrupole lenses
• Dipole magnet
• Couple of lenses for focusing
• Spin rotator
• Polarimeter

Pn

Selection of elastic scattering:

The most powerful criteria — angular correlations
U It U

Precise measurements of scattered and recoiled proton angles

<multiple scattering

internal beam angular divergence

Measurement of recoiled proton momentum AP/P < 1 %



Counting rates: 170

with \i = 1.2 ± 0.1 (GeV/c)2, A(j> = 30°, Ib = 1011, Nb = 60,
/? = 1015 p/cm2 - target thickness

«=8 evt/c @ 50 GeJ/c, « = 4 evt/c @ 200 GeP/c

Event number and time required:
"FIGURE OF MERIT" : analyzing power and polarimeter
efficiency:

For standard carbon polarimeter, for example:

POMME: F2 == 0.015 @ Prec = 1.25 GeV/c NJMA2SS, 1990, 379
ITEP: F2 == 0.015/1.1 @ Prec = 1.35 GeV/c

EVENT NUMBER: 8.3-106 (for p = 0.08, stat. error 5%)

TIME REQUIRED: 300 hours @ 50 GeV, 600 hours @ 200 GeK
It is strongly DESIRABLE to increase the target density
(1-2) order of magnitude

BUT: possible problems with background due to excessive
number of secondaries per bunch

Convenient formula for time estimations:

T - 2

1 A —" a1A1F1c(dal dt)
c = At-(A<f>/360°)-p-Ib-Nbf,
A — expected asymmetry,
a = AA/A — required statistical accuracy,
/— collider frequency.

II. Beam polarization measurement

1
7 / /

a A P^ c (da/ dt) (cos<p
(1)

<cos cp> — averaged cosine to the scattering plane normal



At above conditions:
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Tp,b _ 1

TA 2Pb
2(cos<p}2 75

TPb = 4 hours @ 50 GeV, TPb = 8 hours @ 200 GeV

III. Polarized hydrogen target
Time measurement formula similar to (1)

For polarized jet target with thickness 75 times LESS:
300 hours @ 50 GeV, 600 hours @ 200 GeV

Obvious advantages:
• The setup simplifies much, no second scattering required
• The same detector layout can be used for the measurements

of both the asymmetry and beam polarization
• High target polarization values (up to 75%) result in

essential raw asymmetries, thus decreasing the relative false
asymmetries

IV. Conclusions.
The absolute palarimetry based on elastic pp scattering with
large momentum transferred is possible in the energy range
(40-250) GeV, but requires large measurement times due to low
crossection and small asymmetry values, particularly in the case
of the recoiled proton polarization analysis.
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Proton-Carbon CNI Polarimeter and MCP Detector

Ken'ichi Imai

Kyoto University and RIKEN

The polarization analyzing power of the elastic proton-carbon scattering at Coulomb-
nuclear interference (CNI) region was recently proposed as a possible polarimeter for RHIC.
It is quite attractive because measurement is compatible with the pion polarimeter and the
detectors could be simple and inexpensive.

The analyzing power of p-C CNI scattering can be described by spinflip and nonflip
amplitudes of nuclear and Coulomb interaction. Long time ago we measured them at Tp =
65MeV which are shown in the Figure. At this low energy, the analyzing power at the CNI
region mainly comes from the nuclear spin-flip amplitude. However, at high energy limit,
nuclear spinflip amplitude is expected to be zero and nonflip amplitude as pure imaginary
(diffractive scattering). Then the analyzing power can be reliably calculated and is 4%
at maximum (Figure). The analyzing power of p-p CNI was measured at 200 GeV and
consistent with the theoretical values within the errors. For the p-C CNI scattering, recoil
carbon must be detected. The kinetic energy of the carbon ranges from 90 to 500 keV for
the CNI region. We have tested the micro-channel plate (MCP) as a possible detector for
the recoil carbon.

We have measured p-C elastic scattering using 10 MeV proton beam from the Tandem
van de Graaf of Kyoto Univ. The scattered proton is detected with a scintillator and the
carbon with the MCP in coincidence (Figure). The carbon was successfully detected with
the MCP to about 100 keV. The energy spectra of the carbon were obtained at several angles
by using the TOF between the proton and carbon (Figure). The TOF resolution was checked
by p-p scattering and it was 240psec.

The present MCP is double-layered and has an effective area of 14mm dia. The MCP
is easy to handle like a photomultiplier due to its high gain especially against electronical
noises. However it is sensitive to the low energy electrons and X-rays. By using this MCP,
we plan to study the multiple scattering and energy loss of the carbon in the carbon foil,
and the charge states of the recoil carbons, which are important for the design of the RHIC
polarimeter. The combination of the MCP and silicon detectors will be also studied. For the
RHIC polarimeter, the rectangular shaped MCP with multi anodes will be used to obtain
both timing and position information.

In summary, by the present test measurement we found the MCP as useful device to
detect the recoil carbon for the RHIC p-C CNI polarimeter.
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ANALYZING POWER IN ELASTIC P-iMJ-GLBUS SCATTERING
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A Proposal For A (p+C) CNI
Polarimeter for RHIC

00

D.E. Fields*, T. Thomas, B. Smith,
J. Behrendt, D. Wolfe

• G. Bunce, H. Huang, Y. Makdisi, T. Roser, M. Syphers
fireokhsven National Laboratory

• J. Doskow, K. Kwiatkowski, B. Lozowski, H.O. Meyer, B
Przewoski, T. Rinckel* |

Indiana University CyctotYtm fatftfty
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Future Plans
• Build full detector system

- Two boards with five Si channels each
• Improve S/N

• Improve crosstalk

• Run in Fall at IUCF to test full detector
system and to measure analyzing power

• Run in Feb. 99 at AGS
• Add MCP trigger?

4/24/98 Douglas Fields
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LUMINOSITY MONITOR

D. Underwood

High Energy Physics

Argonne National Laboratory

Presented at

Spin Meeting

BNL

April 27, 1998

Luminosity monitors are needed in each experiment doing spin physics
at RHIC. We concentrate on the luminosity aspects here because, for example,
with a 10A- 3 raw asymmetry in an experiment, an error of 10A-4 in the
luminosity is as significant as a 10% polarization error.

Because luminosity is a property of how two beams overlap,
The luminosity at an interaction region must be measured at that
interaction region in order to be relevant to the experiment at that
interaction region.

We will have to do the physics and the luminosity measurements
by using labels on the event sums according to the polarization labels
on the colliding bunches. Most likely we will not have independent
polarization measurement on each bunch, but only on all the filled bunches
in a ring, or perhaps all the bunches that are actually used in an experiment.

Most analyses can then be handled by using the 9 combinations gotten from
3 kinds of benches in each ring, +, - and empty bunches. The empty bunches
are needed to measure beam-gas background, (and some, like 6 in a row,
are needed for the beam abort.)

Much of the difficulty comes from the fact that we must use a physics
process to represent the luminosity. This process must have kinematic
and geometric cuts both to reduce systematics such as beam-gas backgrounds
and to make it representative of the part of the interaction diamond from
which the physics events come.

See Also
AGS/RHIC/SN No 035
AGS/RHIC/SN No 071
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DEFINITIONS Of BEAM LUMINOSITY FOR RHIC SPIN

There could be two ways of defining the spin luminosity quantities:

1) Label the Bunches:

Luminosity Labels are based on Bunch Labels

A particle luminosity with Labels (+, - )

Independent of the Magnitude of Polarizations (+, •), etc

(eg + - for + bunch in A and - bunch in B)

Polarization of bunch labeled • in beam A » n (UP) - n (dnl

n(up)-n(dn)

This is related to the uselrf Luminosity definition for experiments

Even though we cani usually measure this polarization for a single bunch.

We could stifl in principle do <L up dn > for a£ up. dn protons in tie beams
By doing proper sums
(but in practice we compromise)

2) Label an Ensembte-Of Particles with definite Spin Independent of Bunches:
Lum. = A product of fluxes of particles with Definite Spin cSrection
L+ - from all up protons in beam A with all down protons in beam B

This has a form limiar to parton fluxes used in some calculations.

This is not possfcfci to measure because
The best we can dois e # w polarization of a bunch or polarization of a beam.

( And we cani get L accurately from the flux of one beam x the flux of the other
even if we could tabil particles.)

Note: Luminosity is reaty a property of 2 beams
You cant get it from individual beam properties without extra information.
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RHIC Spin Workshop
(BNL, April 27-29,1998)

A, Penzo, INFN-Trieste

A Jet-Target for Polarimetry at RHIC

(Proposal and Project Status)

1. - Tet-Targets (T-T) fit Colliders t

• Low density -» negligible beam perturbation

• Luminosity as high as colliding- beams (C-B)

2. - Practical aspects:

• Design criteria ^
• Construction -> ENGINEERING
• InstalL/operation *

• Costs

3. - Additional advantages for polarimetry:

• Fixed-target (F-T): Vs overlaps present data (pp—> pp, pp—>

** Recoil-particle accessible

*** PoLGas-Targets (PG-

4. - Status of project:

• 3- year R&D prototype studies done (MC /PJ-T)

•/ Setup design (integrated with PP2PP: forward+ recoil detectors)

• Molecular cluster(MC) assembly available (ADONE/NIKHEF)

• Polarized J-T components existing: assembly in progress

• Funding request to complete vacuum parts in progress

• Need to finalize installation plans and schedule (target year 2000)

(pp-» pp) -+ SELF-CALIBRATION
= AN(B>] ^

125
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1. - Successful & dependable experience with MC J-T:

Laboratory

CERN

FNAL

TSL

LNF

NIKHEF
•••

DESY

BINP

IUCF
•••

Experiment (Accelerator)

UA6(SPS) R704(ISR) PS202(LEAR)

E760 (AAR)

(CELSIUS) [light-heavy (A=l-131) gases]

BTPB(ADONE) " " (A=l-40) "

4> u ii n it

HERMES (HERA) HT/Dt storage cell

(VEPP-2/3) " "

(Cooler Ring) " "

M

C

J
T

P

G

T

1.1 - Typical parameters for T-T systems

Target
Type

MCJ-T
AB PJ-T
SCPG-T
Fiber (•>

Ribbon(»>

Target
Material

[A]

1-131

1-2

1-3

12,95,184

12,197

Target
Thickness

[g/cm2; at/cm2]

0.2-410-9; >ioM

0.0210-9; ^ lO 1 2

0.210-9; =1014

«510~* ; = 1017

*510-6 ; = 1015

Pressure
Bump
[mbar]

£ io- 7

£10-8

£10-7

10-9

10-9

Beam
Aperture
[0,cm]

>10

>10

£ 2

- 5

• 5

Detection
Clearance

[ACl/An]

«0.7

~0.7

«0.7

= 1

« 1

Recoil
Detection
[MeV/c]

^30 (p)

*30 (p)

^ 200 (p)

£ 240 (C)

> 50 (C)

Shown for comparison; average thickness sweeping through beam.
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1.2 - Luminosity: Li = N B x nB x nx x IT x q x f0

RHIC Parameters for p-p (polarized)

Energy (Injection - Top)
Number of bunches (ne)
Number of protons/bunch (NB
Revolution frequency (fo)
Beta at crossing point ((5*)

(low beta)
Normalized emittance (£)
Circumference
Beam pipe diameter ( 0 )
Vacuum (warm regions)
Beam store time (Ts)
Beam polarization (PB)

28-250GeV
120

) 21011

78103 Hz
10 m
2 m

20 7c mm mrad
3834m
80 mm

710-W mbar
5-10 hours

«70%

Typical MCJ-T parameters (UA6)

Total gas input (@ lbar)
Nozzle diameter
Nozzle temperature
Distance nozzle - beam

Jet density (nx)

Jet sectional area (wxlx)
B - T o v e r l a p fac tor ( q )
Target thickness ( t j )
Background gas (nb)
Residual pressure bump

20 mbar. 1/s
0.1mm
28 K
25 cm

21014 atoms/cm3

(3.4 lO-W g/cm3)
6x8 mm2

typically = 1
1.61014 atoms/cm2

< 2109 atoms/cm3

610"8 mbar (« 5 m)

L = x 120 x 1.6 lOl4 x 79103 = 3 1032 cm-2 s-l



1.3 - Effects on the beams: losses and emittance growth
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Order of magnitude estimate:

- Compare effects of J-T and associated pressure bump
with the effects of residual gas in the rings;

- Ignore specific (nuclear) effects [= Aa]: they might be
significant in the overall rings, but not relevant for the
J-T region (H gas).

RHIC average

Target region

Jet

Influence on beam lifetime and emittance
Pressure
P [mbar]

1.810-10

£210-7

410-3

Length
L[cm]

3.8105

= 500

0.8

n
[at./cm3]

«2107

£5109

21014

n . L
[at./cn\2]

0.810 W
£2.51012

1.610*4

Ls/Li

810-4

<310-4

1.810-2

LS/LR

6.21(H

<2.21CH

1.5 10-2

Assuming 4104 sec store time (Ts):

Ls = fo x L x Ts effective integrated path length of beam particles

Li = 1 /n <J effective interaction length

LR = Xo/p effective radiation length

The two parameters LT/LI and LT/LR , control the lifetime of the beams and the
rate of emittance growth during a store:

T 1 = foxnxLxO represents the beam lifetime

Emittance growth is given by

= NB e"*

ms
2/2,

wit 'ms
2 == (15/p )2

 (L/LR) and p in MeV/c. Lifetime is given by T=TS/(LT/LI)

and Ae = P* (15/p )2
 (LS/LR ) Ts, measures the total emittance growth during

one store. The region surrounding the target, although with sizable pressure,
does not introduce appreciable deterioration of the beams; the jet target (at = 2
1014 at./cm^ density) affects significantly, but not catastrophically the losses
and emittance of the beams; at =1013 at./cm3 the effects are quite tolerable.
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2. - Engineering and cost

The jet-target system should provide

- jet density £ 1012 atoms/cm3

- free standing pure H jet unobstructed over 8 cm 0

- mantain machine vacuum of 10"10 torr away from
immediate vicinity of jet by differential pumping

- design and construction criteria appropriate for easy
installation/ reliable operation and simple maintenance

Objectives: Providing a target assembly with MC and PAB sources easily
interchangeable. In combination with PP2PP a suitable J-T should provide
absolute polarization measurements in times shorter than one colliding-beam
fill with 5% precision.

2.1 - Cost estimate

Jet production stage:
chamber

. nozzle/skimmer
cold head+compressor
turbo pumps
primary pumps
vacuum gauges

Target Stage:
Chamber
Valves

Dump Stage:
Chamber
Cold head+compressor

Infrastructure
Cables, pipes
Support structure
Controls

Polarized jet (additional cost)
Dissociator
Extra pumps
RF transitions
Polarimeter

20.
8.

36.
246.

39.
32.

11.
30.

6.
18.

23.
8.

20.

15
120
20
45

k$
k$

. k$
k$
k$
k$

k$
k$

k$
k$

k$
k$
k$

k$
k$
k$
k$

381 k$

41 k$

24 k$

51 k$

200 k$

Total (with overhead and contingency) 697 k$
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2-2 Cheap Scheme

Recover existing equipment (Genova) of MC J-T used at ADONE

Net cost of supplementary parts to reforbish and commission the system, divided
by item:

Pumps and vacuum equipment

Polarized source

Mechanical parts

Controls

Total

44 + 38 + 25= 107 k$

15 + 29 = 44 k$

6 + 8 = 14 k$

20 k$

175 k$

The Genova molecular -cluster Jet-Target at ADONE

For the polarized atomic beam source the basic components
(dissociator and sextupole magnets) exist already; a design to
integrate the source into the Genova assembly is in progress.
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Conclusions
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significant progress in securing a suitable
gas jet-target for polarimetry at RHIC

possibility of performing absolute polarization
measurements at the required 5% level in the
conceptually cleanest way:

• pure hydrogen target
• unbiased detection of pp —» pp
• self-calibrating by recoil analysis

- polarized jet option included

- integration with PP2PP

• cost effective
• forward-recoil detection
• infrastructure

- unpolarized jet can be rapidly implemented

• feedback needed to focus plans



Gauge Invariant Quark and Gluon Spin
and Orbital Angular Momentum Distributions*

Sergei Bashinsky*

Typically in (semi)-inclusive deep inelastic scattering the Bjorken variable x^ is
fixed, and only forward hadron matrix elements are accessible. In order to accommo-
date these experimental conditions, we propose to describe a hadron in terms of those
observables F that are diagonal in the basis formed by quark and gluon partons. We
then construct gauge invariant XBj-distributions associated with such an observable.
The gauge covariant definition of parton states in fully interacting QCD are chosen so
that the parton distributions are given by the physical structure functions g(#Bj) and
^(rcBj)- To satisfy these requirements, quark and gluon partons must be eigenstates
of the generators of the covariant translations,

Tl : VO) ->• U(x,x + a~) ip(x +
Tl : Dx{x) ->• U(x,x + a~) Dx(x

and the operator of the observable F must commute with Tl and Tl .
A hadron angular momentum is completely described by four scale dependent

^Bj-distributions. Two of them coincide with the polarized quark and gluon structure
functions Aq and Ag. The other two,

and

are naturally regarded as the IBJ distributions of quark and gluon orbital angular
momentum. They are well defined physical objects and are gauge invariant by means
of the residual gauge covariant derivative £>,- = d{ — igAi, where A is given by

(P\ J d2
\P)

Ax(x+, x\ x2) = dx~Ax(x) (2)

in A+= 0 gauge. They are observable in principle and can be calculated in mod-
els or within lattice QCD. However, it remains an open question whether the X-BJ-
distributions of quark and gluon orbital angular momentum which we have defined
can be measured in a practical experimental process.

, MIT; Email address: sergeiQmit.edu; phone: (617)-577-5828; fax: (617)-253-
8674.

*S. V. Bashinsky, R. L. Jaffe, hep-ph/9804397.
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DETECTOR LIMITATIONS, STAR

D. Underwood

High Energy Physics

Argonne National Laboratory

Presented at

Spin Meeting

BNL

April 28, 1998

Every detector has limitations in terms of solid angle, particular
technologies chosen, cracks due to mechanical structure, etc. If all of the
presently planned parts of STAR were in place, these factors would not
seriously limit our ability to exploit the spin physics possible in RHIC.

What is of greater concern at the moment is the construction
schedule for components such as the Electromagnetic Calorimeters,
and the limited funding for various levels of triggers.
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What is good in STAR

(before I launch into a limitations talk)

Large solid angle
Good tracking with Momentum -1 < eta < 1 -all phi
Some tracking with some Momentum info 1 < eta < 2 -all phi
Tracking 2.5 < eta < 4 -all phi
EMC -1 < eta < 2 -all phi
SVT - 1 < eta < 1 -all phi

This is good for Gamma + Jet, Jet-Jet, e+ e-, etc

Kinematic coverage over a range in x for gluon (see S. Vigdor Talk)

ZO statistics

W statistics

options for hi x hi other than hi x hi bar

TMK PAY~
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No Hadron Calorimeter >

Limitations

jet trigger is not sharp
Must set EM threshold low to be efficient,
and then take lots of low energy stuff

EM Calorimeter coming on Late in Program > Partial Detector for
Early Spin Physics

Year
End-1999/2000
End 2001 /2002
End 2003/2004

Fraction of Barrel coverage
10%
50%

100%

End Cap

Much of Trigger is Unfunded > Low level trigger rate is limited to
D AQ and Tape rate

so energy thresholds are driven up
In order to to get rate down

(miss low x physics until funded)
(lowstatistics until funded)

Vertex Pos. Dei. Unfunded > More processing to find correct vertex
out of 800 in TPC
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Trigger

The basic idea is that with aU the STAR trigger present we could have
1000 HZ at level 0 (summed over all triggers), and certain thresholds.

However, since most of STAR trigger Is deferred,
the Level 0 rate cant be more than 60 Hz with < 50% deadtime

(and maybe the rate is lower)

This drives some of the thresholds up about a factor of 4
to get the rate down.

Particularly:
jet* I (large EMC patch trigger)

less so:
electrons
gammas
di-electrons

I
I ( single EMC tower trigger)
I

Trigger that will be there

Level 0
towers 0.2 x 0.2 for jet trigger
highest .05 x .05 tower for gamma / e trigger
Global Et for jet-Jet
maybe simple 2-hits
charge multiplicity (CTB,MWC)

r
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Unfunded Trigger

Level 0
VPD to select 20 out of 800 vertices stored in TPC
SMD to get a factor of 3-5 on single tower trig rate

Level 2 Spatial Information using:
Calorimeter
Shower Max. Detector
Charged Multiplicity Counters
Silicon Vertex

A factor - 5 in trigger rate

Shower width for e to pi
Size of Jet in EM
Charged muftiplicity(CTB + MWC) + neutral energy (EMC)

to define jet
refined jet-jet, gamma-jet, e+ e-
possible isolation cut for gamma using energy ratios
finding correct interaction point for tracking using SVT

Level 3

- Using momentum in trigger (as opposed to just writing to tape)
• Using Momentum + EMC to sharpen jet trigger threshold
- Tracking using EMC hits as seeds

(fast way to find 30 tracks out of 2400)
- Optimizing tracking so that at least some raw data can go to tape

from a few tracks to improve momentum resolution offline



Signal

W+

W~

z"
7 + jet

Dijets

V^(GeV)j

500

500

500
500
200
500
200

Events
72,000

21,000

3,200
3 x 10e

3x 10a

5xlO 7

2 x 10'

x Range
0.05-0.3

0.05-0.3

0.05-0.3
0.02-.3
0.05-.3
0.03-.4
0.08-.4

Sensitivity 1
Au{x)/xi{x) ~ 0.01 - 0.02
Ad(x)/d(x) ~ 0.01 - 0.02
Ad(x)/d{x) ~ 0.02 - 0.04
ATL(X)/U(X) ~ 0.02 - 0.04

Ahi/q ~ 0.2
AG{x)/G(x) ~ 0.03
AG{x)/G{x) ~ 0.04
AG{x)/G(x) - 0.03 |
AG(x)/G(x) ~ 0.05

to



Uncertainties in AG Measurement at PHENIX

Yuji Goto, RIKEN

I will list what should be considered as uncertainties in AG measurement at PHENIX. Mainly I
will show the case of prompt photon measurement.

^-independent uncertainties We have uncertainties in beam polarization measurement and lu-
minosity measurement. We expect 10% error at the first stage of the experiment, and 5% at
the final stage for the absolute value measurement of the polarization. For the relative value
measurement of the polarization, our goal is less than 1%. For luminosity measurement, we
expect 10% error at first, and 5% finally about the absolute value measurement. As for rel-
ative value measurement, 10~4 level precision is required to measure 10~3 level asymmetries,
because this is used as normalization factor of asymmetry calculation.

^-dependent uncertainties I have reported statistics and subtraction of background mainly from
7T° —j- 27 at the previous talk. We also need to subtract 10-20% contribution from the anni-
hilation process. It is important to estimate how much asymmetry remains after subtracting
backgrounds considering their asymmetries. As for event selection, what should be considered
are efficiency corrections for trigger and offline cuts, detector acceptance, etc.

For the prompt photon process, quark polarization is necessary information to evaluate con-
tribution from both the gluon Compton process and the annihilation process. The x region of
PHENIX prompt photon measurement is covered by the high precision data of SLAC-E143.
Anti-quark polarization is also necessary to evaluate the annihilation process. This information
has not been provided yet. We can measure it by ourselves using weak boson measurement.

Theory also includes uncertainties, for instance, in estimation of the annihilation process,
higher order corrections, fragmentation function, what Q2 value should be used, etc.

uncertainties in x estimation There are uncertainties in momentum scale and in photon's pr
vs gluon's x relation. Uncertainty in momentum scale includes momentum resolution and
systematic uncertainty by non-linearity of the EM calorimeter. The non-linearity originates
from PMT, electronics, shower leakage, etc. Our goal of the non-linearity is 1%, because, for
instance, this is enhanced to 6% cross section error at v/i=500GeV and j>r=20GeV/e. In
addition, there is uncertainty due to intrinsic kr- In PYTHIA simulation, we can switch off
initial radiation for kr- There is difference in low x region between '&r on' setting and 'kT off'
setting. This effect for gluon's x estimation is small, but it is interesting topic to investigate.

All transparencies of this talk is accessible on the Web;
http://www.phenix.bnl.gov/WWW/publish/goto/
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The Asymmetry and Gluon Spin

Abackground A
TL'/TT

For Jets:

L0

+(qq term) + (GG term)

For Direct Photon:

+(qT[ term)
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List of Systematic Errors

Error Source
Error on An
Beam Polarization magnutude
Relative Luminosity Measurement
Polarization and Luminosity Correlation
Backgounds
Polarized Backgrounds
Kinematic Resolution
Transverse Compornents of Polarization
Spin dependent rate (dead time, pile up, etc)
Detector Stability
Detector Asymmetry
Error on AG
Uncertainty on gi/F\
Unpolarized quark/gluon PDF
Polarized quark PDF
Unforlding PDFs with xi, x<i —> xq, xg

QCD Higher Order
QCD scale factor
Uncertainty on as

Isolation cut and photon fragmentation function
QCD kx smearing

Estimated Size

AA/A = 0.1 -> 0.05
AA < .0.001
small

small
very small
very small
very small

A 4 / $ = 0.05 - 0.1



• pT vs gluon's x - uncertainty by kT

- in PYTHIA initial radiation

kT
2=(l~z)Q2

z: splitting fraction
of initial radiation
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ix-independent uncertainties
! beam £ol arization

relative
absolute
relative

Goal:<l%

x-dependent uncertainties

(for sqrt(s)«200GeV,

! statistics 5% - 30%

j background subtraction (for prompt photon)
(* uncer

ihadron & bremsserahlung
pT 10 - aOGeV/e, SGeV/e bin)

j

( theoretical

i^ierj>rder correction^etc.
quark polarization 20%-8%

uncertainties in x estimation
I momentum scale_
JpT ys_x >50% * slojge of ^mmetrp

1 " "™~
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Next-to-Leading Order Issues in Spin Pdf
Determinations

B. Kamal

Physics Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973,

U.S.A.

SUMMARY

It was demonstrated that the leading order (LO) pdf's are process dependent to
O(as), while the next-to-leading order (NLO) ones are process dependent only to
O(a2

s). Using NLO, or higher, pdf's it is thus possible to test the validity parton
model by verifying explicitly the reduction in process dependence as one goes to
higher orders in perturbation theory. The same applies to the ratio of the polarized
to unpoiarized pdf's. This should manifest itself through a convergence of the
perturbation series to the experimental result for new processes which were not
included in the fits. The issue of factorization scheme dependence was discussed
and the mechanism for the evolution of AS was illustrated without making explicit
use of the ABJ anomaly. The result for that evolution is in exact agreement with
that obtained via the above mentioned anomaly, at two-loops, as is required.

Consistent NLO predictions for all longitudinal Drell-Yan type processes at RHIC
(W*, Z and 7*) were made using polarized parton distributions which fit the re-
cent DIS data. Particular attention was paid to regularization and factorization
scheme dependences. The HOC increased the cross sections substantially and had
a major impact on the asymmetries, while preserving the features of the LO asym-
metries. The exact sign and magnitude of the HOC depended on the details of
the parton distributions used, especially the polarized gluon distribution. Faced
with either low rates or small asymmetries, 7* production didn't prove very in-
teresting for longitudinal polarization (unless the agreement between the various
parton distributions at small-a; is an artificial one). The Z- asymmetries were
all quite sensitive to the sea quarks; the parity violating ones being the largest,
with unexpected sensitivity due to a coincidental cancellation between u and d
valence contributions. With large rates and asymmetries, W± production can di-
rectly measure the sea and valence distributions as well as the unpoiarized u/d
ratio. Lower energy running could measure directly u and d at rather large x
(both polarized and unpoiarized).
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DETERMINATIONS OF THE POLARIZED GLUON DISTRIBUTION*

A.P. Contogourisa'b, Z. MerebashvilibO, G.Grispos3, V. Spanos8 and G. Veropoulosa

a. Nuclear and Particle Physics, University of Athens, Athens 15771, Greece

b. Department of Physics, McGill University, Montreal H3A 2T8, Canada

SUMMARY

Photoproduction of heavy quarks in polarized photon-proton collisions, including

higher order corrections (HOC), is studied. It is found that the HOC significantly enhance the

Born contribution (K-factors well exceeding unit). The resulting asymmetries permit a

distinction between various scenarios for the size and shape of the polarized gluon

distribution. The results are compared to earlier work on large-pr direct photon production in

polarized proton-proton collisions at RHIC and fixed-target energies.

(+) Also supported by the General Sectetariat of Research and Technology of Greece

and by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada.

(*) Now at the High Energy Physics Institute, Tbilisi State University, Tbilisi, Republic of

Georgia.
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PHYSICS WITH POLARISED
PROTONS AT HERA

ALBERT D E ROECK
CERN/DESY

BNL, RHIC-SPIN, APRIL 27-29, 1998

820 G E V '

= 300 G E V
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SUMMARY 236

BEHAVIOUR OF 0i(cc, Q 2 ) AT SMALL X AND LARGE
Q2 —>- TIGHT CONTRAINTS ON Q C D FITS

* A G ( x , Q2) FROM SEVERAL METHODS:
— TRACKS AND JETS: SHAPE OF AG(ce, Q2) IN

THE RANGE 0.002 < Xg < 0.2
- NLO FITS TO #i: S J AGdx -> 20%
- NLO FITS 01+JETS: 6 f AGdx -> 10%
— PHOTOPROD. OF JETS AND HIGH PT TRACKS

* POLARISED PARTON DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE PHO-

TON A<?7 FROM PHOTOPRODUCTION STUDIES

* DIRECT DETERMINATION OF AqV = Aq — Aq
FROM CHARGED CURRENT EVENTS

* NN AND NN SCATTERING AT */s = 4 0 G E V :
SHAPE OF A G ( x , Q2) FOR 0 .1 < Xg < 0 .4

...AND MUCH MORE

MANY OF THESE ARE UNIQUE TO H E R A

STATUS
• MACHINE +

PLANNED FOR

• ep > 2004 ?

PHYSICS REVIEW

MAY '99
WORKSHOP
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* A G FROM NLO FITS TO

* A G FROM 2-JET EVENTS (LO)

JET 1 •k
*- JET 2

]
237

"INDIRECT"

"DIRECT"

JET 1

JET 2
S

'BOSON GLUON FUSION (BGF)" "QCD-COMPTON"

SIGNAL BACKGROUND

* A G FROM 2-HIGH-pr TRACKS WITH OPPOSITE
AZIMUTH, SAME DIAGRAMS AS ABOVE
EXCHANGE "JET" <H> "TRACK"

* A G FROM A COMBINED FIT (#i •+ JETS)

* AG FROM JETS/TRACKS IN

PHOTOPRODUCTION DATA

* A G FROM VECTOR MESON
AND CHARM PRODUCTION

- ) AT HERA



pAG FROM g\
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AG TODAY FROM SCALING VIOLATIONS, E.G.:

5(AG) = ±0 .3(EXP) ± 1.0 (THEORY)
(SMC, PLB 412 (1997),414)

+ HERA 'DATA': S(AG) = ±0 .2 (EXP)

LARGEST CONTRIBUTIONS TO THEORETICAL ERROR:
RENORMALIZATION & FACTORIZATION SCALES (Q2)

0.014

0.012

0.01

0.008

0.0O6

0.004

0.002

0

-0.002

-0.004

• SMC

* HERA 500 PB"1

— QCD FIT

— Q C D FIT WITH DIFF. INPUT

FOR SCALES: 2 Q 2 , Q2/2

REGGE EXTRAPOLATION

, ,,1

10
-7

10
-6

10
-5

10 10 10
-2

X

HERA DATA DIFFERENTIATES BETWEEN SCALES
—> <5(AG)SCALKS DECREASES BY « FACTOR 3



AG FROM 2-JETPRODUCTIQN 239

A. D E ROECK, M. MAUL, G. RADEL

SELECTION:

• 5 < Q2 < 100 GEV 2

• 0.3 < y < 0.85

> 5 GEV

DETECTOR EFFECTS
INCLUDED

ri = - In tan(0/2)
JET

liZSI < 2-8 0

EXTRACTED GLUON (LO) AT Q 2 = 2 0 G E V

500 PB"1

o

l l I I I I 1 1 1 1 1

10
-2

10
-1

X X
—>> MEASURE THE POLARISED GLUON DISTRIBUTION

FOR 0 .002 < Xa < 0.2

NLO CORRECTIONS STUDIED: 10% SMALL !

E. MlRKES, S. WlLLFAHRT



AG FROM 2 HIGH-pT HADRONS AT HERA 240

SELECTION:

• 5 < Q2 < 100 GEV2

• 0.3 < y < 0.85

EXTRACTED GLUON ( L O ) - A T Q2 = 20 G E V 2

A. DE EiOEiCiK, G.

p£AD > 1.5 GEV

-1.5 < igj? < 2.5

| <60°

500 PB- 1

GS-A
GS-C
Instanton-Gluon

10 10 10

> SIMILAR RESULT AS FOR 2-JET ANALYSIS, BUT:

WORSE AT HIGHEST X (CAN BE IMPROVED)

POTENTIAL TO REACH LOWER X

OVERLAP 2-JET/2-HADRON SAMPLE ~ 40%



COMBINED FITS 241

A . D E ROECK, A.DESHPANDE, V.HUGHES, J.LICHTEJMSTADT, G.RADEL

USE DATA ON <7i(x, Q2) AND A G FROM
2-JET EVENTS IN A COMBINED FIT

CHECK IMPACT ON: * S(f AGdx)

* SHAPE OF AG(x)

FIT RESULT: JET INFORMATION

NOT USED USED
0,0.5

*0.4

10 PAR

-0.1

(ay

r 14 PARAMETERS

- . mii.,1 J J • i.n,,.l

0,0.5c

10"5 to"4 10"3 10"2 10"1 10 "5 10 "* 10 "3 10 "2 10

DATA USED HI EXP

—> 30%
20%
10%

SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT ON S(f AG)
SHAPE BETTER CONSTRAINED

PRESENT FIXED TARGET
+ HERA g1(x,Q2)
H- HERA 2-JETS

EXP



PHOTOPRODUCTION (Q2 « ©) I

J. BUTTERWORTH, N. GOODMAN, M. STRATMANN, W . VOGELSANG

JET/HADRON PRODUCTION:

242

DIRECT
PHOTON

RESOLVED
PHOTON

INCLUSIVE ASYMMETRIES FOR SINGLE

JETS: P T > 8 GeV HADRONS: PT > 2 GeV

0.02

-0.02

-0.04

0.02

-0.02

-0.04

1-jet

..=-*

: / £=100
7 a):
F I [ I I I I | I I I I | I I I I | I I

- 'min. sat.

• /

- /

- /
c)

. I . . , , I . • . • I • . . . I • .

0.02

0.01 -

.,••*

-0.01

0.01

-0.01

-0.02

'max. sat. y

fitted Ag
Ag=g input J
Ag=O input •
GSC

[ 'min. sat. y

d)
• . i , . . . i . . . . i . . . . [ . .

INFORMATION

ON

UNIQUE

TO HERA

\

/

2 DIFFERENT

ASSUMPTIONS

FOR

—> SENSITIVITY

TO
AND A G

-1 0
•LAB

DIRECT

i _ ^ 2 T 1 L A B

RESOLVED



A G / G AT HERA-iV 243

JET + X, JET + X

1.4
1.2

1
O0.8
(5 0.6
^ 0 . 4

0.2
0

-0.2
-0.4
-0.6

• • I I I I I I I I I I

'

l . . . . l . . . . l a . . . l . . . . l . . .
Projected stat. errors J
o Dijet,STAR
a Y + jet, STAR
• Y + jet, HERA-N ^ i
• J/\|/ + jet, HERA-N

Set A

*i 1111111111.11111111

Set

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
x

gluon

STUDY A G / G IN

HERA-iV 2 4 6 8 pQCD ONSET REGION
RHIC 10 20 30 DEEP PERTURB. REGION

> PT

COMPLEMENTARY EXPERIMENTS!

(V. KOROTKOV)
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Polarized Protons
Project Status and Plans

MikeSyphers, BNL
RSC Workshop, 27 April 1998

RHIC Requirements for Polarized Proton Operation

• 25 GeV — > 250 GeV

Longitudinal polarization at major experiments

Full Siberian Snake(s)

=> (1.8)(250 - 25) = 405 imperfection resonances, plus
many intrinsic resonances

Need fine vertical orbit control / correction

=> investigating harmonic and other correction schemes

Project Funding - Primarily from RIKEN

Funding for Accelerator Components: 1B Yen ($10 M)

(Less, due to exchange rate!)

constant issue... (4/27/98: 132 Y/$)
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Superconducting Magnet System Requirements

For the Siberian Snakes and Spin Rotators in RHIC:

• Works for 250 GeV Protons with reasonable field strengths

• Large aperture, for necessary orbit distortions, ...

• ... yet high field to keep orbit distortions small and local

• Low current (low heat-leak through power leads) and tunable

• Fits in available space in RHIC ring

• Minimize number of different components to be built

Nice solution for Snakes and Rotators proposed by Ptitsin
and Shatunov (BINP), and refined at BNL over past few years,
using helical dipole magnets...

• high field superconducting helical dipole magnets keep orbit
distortions small and allow for the spin manipulations to be
performed in a compact region

• four helical dipoles fit within standard RHIC straight section,
keeping the assembly between already cold superconducting
quadrupoles Q7 and Q8

• Rotators located in "warm" regions (which must be modified
slightly), but modular design allows Snake and Rotator
hardware to be as similar as possible

• low current, many-turn magnet designs being considered
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Magnetic Field through Snake Magnets

Tesla

Proton Trajectory through Snake Magnets
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Polarkneters

STAR

LRLR RLRL

Rotators = Hor field (at ends),
Snakes = Ver field {at ends),

+ = radially 'out,
+ = "up,"

- - radially 'in'
- - "down"
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Present Project Status:

Accelerator Physics:

• Spin tracking studies concentrating on closed orbit
correction schemes, crossing of strongest intrinsic
resonances.

Magnets:

• Magnet R&D: success with both methods in making 4 Tesla
helical dipole magnets! Slotted magnet more robust,
chosen as design. >80% of Mechanical/Electrical drawings
complete; most of remaining work is in cryostat assembly.

• Tooling (winding machine) is complete; most operational
issues have been worked out. (Will still be learning things
as we build first magnet.) Lamination stacking fixture
nearly complete.

• Procurement of long-lead-time items (aluminum tubes,
iron yoke laminations, superconductor) in good shape.

• First full-length production magnet was to begin in
January; delays, primarily in tube machining. First full-
length tube now mounted on winding machine and winding
has begun.

Polarimeter:

• Toroid double-arm polarimeters are too expensive for our
"actual" budget. Considering scaled-down, "day one"
system.

• Looking at CNI system as second "day one" polarimeter,
and future systems such as jets.
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Roadmap Toward First Polarized Proton Run (Proposal)

T. Roser, M. Syphers

Goal: First polarized proton physics run in YEAR TWO (Oct. 2000 -->)
100 GeVon 100 GeV
Longitudinal polarization at STAR and PHENIX

Need: Polarized proton commissioning during YEAR ONE (Oct. 1999 —>)
one ring, two Snakes, one polarimeter; energies up to 100 GeV

A 4-week commissioning plan proposal for YEAR ONE (Oct. 1999 —>):

• Transfer of polarized beam from the AGS and injection into
RHIC. Commission filling of RHIC with bunches of alternate
polarization sign. (6 days)

• Commissioning of the polarimeter at 25 GeV. Check for
systematic errors. (7 days)

• Measurement of beam polarization in RHIC at 25 GeV with
and without Snakes.(4 days)

• Accelerate polarized beam to 40, 60, 80, and 100 GeV.
Commission polarimeter and measure polarization at each
energy. (11 Days)

Schedule calls for:

1. Two Siberian Snakes available for one RHIC ring by Summer 1999.

2. One polarimeter available for one (same!) RHIC ring by Summer 1999
- operating range 25 GeV to 100 GeV.

3. Remaining components (2 Snakes, 8 rotators, 2nd polarimeter
system) installed by Summer 2000.



AGS RF dipole Experiment

M. Bai
Indiana University

Normally, particles in a beam with different oscillation amplitudes have different
spin resonance strengths. The smaller the oscillation amplitude, the weaker the
spin resonance strength. Therefore after crossing a spin resonance, the spin vectors
for different particles spread out and the beam polarization, which is the ensemble
average of all the particles spin vectors, is decreased. To avoid this happen, one can
excite a coherent betatron oscillation to force all the particles have large oscillation
amplitudes to enhance the beam spin resonance strength and obtain a full spin
flip. An adiabatic coherent betatron oscillation can be excited and maintained
without causing beam emittance growth by using an RF dipole. This technique was
successfully tested in the recent polarized proton experiments at the Brookhaven
AGS to overcome three strong intrinsic spin resonances &tO + uz, 12 + uz and 36 — vz,
The experimental data show that measured beam polarization became saturated at
large oscillation amplitude which indicates a full spin flip was achieved.

A new type of spin resonance at Gj = 60 — ^ — 9 was found in the most recent
polarized proton run at the AGS. This resonance was found to be associated with
horizontal closed orbit distortion and can be understood as a 2nd order effect of
the spin precession tune modulation due to the horizontal focusing fields when large
horizontal closed orbit distortion occurs. In the experiment, the horizontal harmonic
correctors were employed to eliminate the horizontal closed orbit distortion and
correct this semi-intrinsic resonance.
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cause: modulation of spin precession tune due to the
horizontal focusing field. This resonance can
be treated as the 2nd order effect parasitic
to the intrinsic spin resonance Gy = 60 - V2.

Generally,
=S K-m*n is parasitic to the spin resonance Gy = K

integer harmonic of horizontal closed orbit

• • • ? •

Resonance strength
of Gy = Kr-nvti

Resonance strength
ofGy=K

g=9-XC0.(l+Gy)/R

Bessel Function
ho
Ln
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Exciting coherent betatron oscillation when
crossing the intrinsic spin resonance

The idea of exciting a vertical coherent betatron
oscillation is to let all the particles have strong
resonance strength so that a full spin flip can be
obtained under the nominal acceleration rate

Intrinsic Resonance Crossing

Vertical focuing fields
causes depolarization

Driven beam oscillation
> whole beam sees the

the same Held
> spin flip



Introduction:
An RF dipole magnetic field is given by: B = Bm cos(27tvmn)

where Bm : RF dipole magnetic field amplitude
n : number of revolutions around the accelerator
Vm : RF dipole modulation tune defined as the ratio of its oscillation

frequency to the accelerator revolution frequency

Advantage over using a pulsed kicker:

O beam emittance can be preserved, ©operation is easier to control

The coherent oscillation amplitude Zcoh is:

coh 4mBp8

5 = lvm - Vzl is the resonance proximity parameter

fixed point 1

to
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How Do We Reach 70% Polarization in the AGS?

Haixin Huang

Brookhaven National Lab

Abstract

This presentation gives some thoughts on how to reach 70% polarization

in the AGS. A 5% partial Siberian solenoidal snake and a 18 G-m rf dipole

have been tested successfully in the AGSM. A spin tracking code^ is used to

understand the behavior of the beam polarization during acceleration in the

AGS. The simulation results show that much of the remaining depolarization

occurring in the AGS is associated with transverse coupling resonances. And in

fact, a major source of the coupling is the solenoidal field of the partial Siberian

snake. If a helical dipole partial snake® is used in the AGS, in addition to a

stronger rf dipole(28 G-m) and energy jump scheme^, 70% polarization in the

AGS is feasible. Among these upgrade options, a helical dipole partial snake is

crucial.

R E F E R E N C E S

1. M.Bai, these proceedings.

2. H. Huang, T. Roser, A. Luccio, Spin Tracking Study in the AGS, AGS/RHIC/SN-043,

November, 1996.

3. T. Roser, et al , Helical Partial Snake for the AGS, AGS/RHIC/SN-072, March, 1998.

4. H. Huang, et al., Polarized Proton Experiment in the AGS with a Partial Snake,

AGS/RHIC/SN-044, November, 1996.
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Helical Magnets

Workshop on RHIC Spin Physics

April 28, 1998

Erich Willen

Helical dipole magnets are being built at Brookhaven to control proton spin in RHIC.

These magnets are designed to fit into the RHIC lattice at appropriate points and with

minimal disruption to the existing hardware. A half-length model has been built and

tested to validate the design. It produced a good quality, helical 4 T field with sufficient

margin to be acceptable for machine use. Plans are under way for the production of the

full complement of magnets, based on this design, over the next few years. A needed

piece of equipment, an automated coil winding machine, is undergoing final checkout

and debug. Production is expected to begin by Summer.

The attached drawings and tables show some of the technical features of the magnets.
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Selected mechanical parameters of the helical magnet 268

Parameter
Value

Inner, Outer

Number of cylinders

Num of current blocks per cylinder

Num of cable turns per layer

Num of layers per current block

Num of cable turns per block

Num of cable turns per cylinder

Total turns

Coil inner radius (mm)

Coil outer radius (mm)

Helix, magnetic length (mm)

Helix, rotation (deg)

Yoke IR in straight section (mm)

Yoke IR in ends (mm)

Yoke outer radius (mm)

7,9

12, 12

9,9

108, 108

756, 972

1728

49.7, 68.6

60.0, 78.9

2400

360

84.5

114.4

177.8
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Measured quench performance of the helical magnet.
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Polarized protons acceleration in HERA

Vladimir A. Anferov
Physics Department, University of Michigan,

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1120

1 Introduction

The interest in spin phenomena has significantly increased in recent years. It is now clear that
spin effects in high energy interactions provide essential information about properties of the
elementary particles and their fundamental interactions. The polarized proton beam capability
at HERA would provide a powerful tool for high energy physics; it would allow unique spin
studies in a polarized e-p collider.

While high energy electron and positron beams have selfpolarization mechanism due to the
synchrotron radiation, an intense high energy polarized proton beam could only be obtained by
acceleration from the source to the ring's maximum energy. Wide range of spin instabilities that
become stronger at higher energies make the polarized protons acceleration a challenging prob-
lem. However, recently developed methods and techniques of overcoming the spin depolarizing
resonances allow one to consider polarized proton beam acceleration in the high energy proton
machines such as RHIC (250 GeV), HERA (820 GeV) and Tevatron (900 GeV).

The SPIN Collaboration and DESY Polarization Team have been studying the possible
acceleration of a polarized proton beam to 820 GeV/c in the HERA ring at DESY [1]. While
most of the polarized beam problems appear to have straightforward solutions using existing
techniques, two main problems will need further study:

• increasing the accumulated polarized beam intensity,
• providing adequate spin stability for polarized beam acceleration and storage in HERA.

The required changes for each stage of polarized beam acceleration are shown in Fig. 1.

2 Polarized Ion Source

A state-of-the-art polarized H~ ion source should be acquired and installed at DESY. This might
be either an atomic beam source (ABS), or an optically pumped polarized ion source (OPPIS).
Both types of sources have made tremendous progress in the recent years; the best ABS at INR
(Moscow) has now achieved a current of 1 mA in pulsed operation [2], while the best OPPIS
at TRIUMF (shown in Fig. 2) has recently obtained H~ current of 1.6 mA in DC mode with
the beam emittance of 2TT mm-mrad [3]. The source performance together with accumulation
efficiency will be crucial issues for attaining a high intensity polarized proton beam at 820
GeV/c. Recent experimental tests at TRIUMF indicate that a 10 mA polarized H~ current
could be obtained in the pulsed mode using the OPPIS technology. Such a source would bring
the polarized beam intensity in HERA close to the intensity of unpolarized beam.

3 Polarized beam acceleration

Various methods would be used in HERA in order to preserve the beam polarization during the
acceleration, but the biggest problems arise in the 820 GeV/c HERA ring.

Accelerating polarized protons in HERA is difficult not only because of the very strong
depolarizing resonances that occur during the acceleration, but also because of the requirement
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of a several hours polarization life time at the top energy in order to be useful for the experiments.
Four Siberian snakes could be installed in each of the existing long straight sections. However,
earlier studies by the DESY Polarization team have shown that the vertical orbit bumps around
the interaction regions in HERA would interfere with any standard Siberian snake configuration.
A solution to this problem was found, which would require four additional snakes to make the
HERA ring "fiat" for the spin motion. We called these snakes "flattening snakes" to emphasize
their purpose of making the vertically bending beam lines near the interaction regions spin
transparent.

Even after "flattening" the HERA lattice the spin perturbation remains very strong and
four snakes in HERA would not provide adequate spin stability during the polarized beam
acceleration. To reduce the strength of the spin perturbations we consider various correction
techniques that could reduce the rms orbit error to perhaps 0.2 mm and the emittance of
the polarized beam to perhaps 5TT mm mrad. One could also consider installing additional four
regular or type-3 snakes into each bending arc. Both options are now under careful analysis using
various spin tracking techniques developed by the SPIN Collaboration and DESY Polarization
team.

References

[1] SPIN Collaboration, "Acceleration of Polarized Protons to 820 GeV/c at HERA" .University
of Michigan Report UM-HE 96-20, November 1996.

[2] A.S. Belov et al, Proc. 6th Int. Conf. on Ion Sources (Whistler); Rev. Sci. Instrum. 67, 1293
(1996).

[3] A.N. Zelenski et al., Proc. of PAC97 (Vancouver); Rev. Sci. Instrum. 67, 1359 (1996).
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Optically-Pumped Polarized Ion Source
TRIUMF-INR-KEK

1.6 mA output DC H~ current with 2% mm-mrad emittance
20 mA in 100 usec pulses at 0.25 Hz rate might be possible

(would equal unpolarized intensity)

B3 Q pi ti^

BINP INJECTOR

1. Plasmatron source
2. H2 neutralizer
3. Superconducting solenoid
4. He ionizer
5. Polarized Rb neutralizer
6. Deflection plates
7. Na~ ionizer
8. Bending magnet
9. RFQ
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Polarized in RHIC

. Courant
April 29,1998

There does not appear to be any obvious way to
accelerate neutrons, polarized or otherwise, to high
energies by themselves. To investigate the behavior of
polarized neutrons we therefore have to obtain them by
accelerating them as components of heavier nuclei, and
then sorting out tfee contribution of the neutrons in the
analysis of the reactions produced by the heavy ion beams.

Use best t%mfi®tm carriers" for this purpose are
probably 3He nuclei md deuterons. A polarized deuteron is
primarily a combination of a proton and a neutron with
their spins pointing in the same direction; in the 3He
nucleus the spins of the two protons are opposite and the
net spin (and magnetic moment) is ahnost the same as that
of a free neutron. In tritium (3H), on the other hand, the net
spin is essentially that of the proton, and the spins of the
two neutrons cancel.

Let us see what the problems are in accelerating
polarized 3He or dey*erons.
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For3He:

Anomalous magnetic moment factor

_A
~M2ZS

= -4.191

more than twice tfoe magnitude for protons.

Siberian snakes oeed field sitrength scaled by factor A/ZG

=(3/2X1.793/4.191) = 0.642

for 3He as compared to protons:

Helical snakes need field of 2.6 T instead of 4.0.



Four-hefoc snake for He3. Energy per u 15.9 GeV Mefec fieWs 0.81 and 2.62 Teste; axis 135.0 degrees
from transverse 277

The resonances in the AGS are likewise stronger and more
closely spaced than with protons. But there should be no great
difficulty in overcoming them with the partial snake for
imperfections and the rf dipole for intrinsic resonances (as
described by T. Roser and M. Bai). - The rotators that bring the
spin into the longitudinal direction also have to be reduced by the
same 64% factor as the snakes, and should function as in the
proton case.

Other light nuclei that could, if desired, be handled the same
way include tritium and/or 19F.
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Deuterons:

Here the magnetic anomaly is very small: G = -.143.

Result: Only ~ 18 imperfection resonances, 12 intrinsic.

But still strong enough to cause trouble.

Siberian snakes impossible (field required would be 25
times that for protons).

Intrinsic resonances can, however, be handled by the rf
dipole method just as is done in the AGS; inducing coherent
oscillations of amplitude 1 mm or so should be sufficient to make
each intrinsic resonance strong enough for spin flip (the one at y =
120.15 is anyway strong enough without help).

As for the imperfection resonances:

Use solenoids. Just as in the AGS, a solenoid of given
strength BL rotates the spin by an angle

S = (l + G)BL l(Bp)

producing integral resonances of strength £ = SI2n at all integral
values of Gy. If the value of 8 is large enough such that Froissart-
Stora factor

F = 2expH>f) 2 /A]- l

is practically equal to -1 we get complete spin flip (A = increment
of Gy per turn).
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For deuterons G = -.143. With T (ramp time fecxm y = 15 to
135) = 1 minute, we have A= | G | (yf - y{ )C/cT withC = 3834m
the circumference of RHIC, giving A = 3.66X10"6. Thus to get F <
-0.99 (99% spin flip) we need e > (A hi 200)1/2/rc = 1.4xlO3; using
(5) and (6) we find that at top energy {Bp = 840 T-m) we need a
solenoid of strength of 8.7 Tesla-meters, i.e. just twice the "partial
snake" solenoid in use at the AGS. Such a solenoid, which could
be warm or cold, would easily fit in one of the long Q3-Q4 gaps
in an insertion. This solenoid will give complete spin flip at each
of the 19 integer resonances in the acceleration range, provided
only that the imperfection resonances we would have without the
partial snake are weaker than 1.4xlO'3. Calculations using the
SYNCH and DEPOL computer programs show that, with one
particular random-number generator seed, and with rms alignment
errors of lA mm in the quads in the arc, the resulting closed orbit
has an rms excursion of 2.5 mm, and the strongest depolarization
resonance (at y = 119) has strength 0.003, but the resonances
below y = 100 are weaker than 0.001. Thus our 8 T-m solenoid
should be able to cope with all integer resonances below about
200 GeV. If the MICADO orbit correction scheme is used, the
calculations show that the rms orbit excursion is reduced to 0.6
mm and the strongest integer resonance is well below the strength
of .001; thus the partial-snake solenoid should work just fine.

With the partial-snake solenoid scheme, the spin is very
nearly vertical in the whole machine when the energy is
reasonably far (more than several times s) from the resonance. But
just exactly at the resonance energy the closed-orbit spin vector
will precess in the horizontal plane, and just 180° from the snake
it will be longitudinal. Therefore experiments with longitudinal
spin will be possible at this discrete set of energies, -Gy=
1,2,3,..., 19 (energy at multiples of about 13.6 GeV). For helicity
experiments at STAR (6 o'clock) the solenoid should be in the
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12 o'clock insertion; for experiments at
should be at 2 o'clock.

(8 o'clock) it



Parity-violating Asymmetries in W1 Production with STAR
L.C. Bland

Dept. of Physics, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405 USA

In addition to its crucial role in accurately determining the polarized gluon structure function
for the proton via measurements of the longitudinal spin correlation coefficient (AJJ) in pp —> y + jet
reactions at VJ = 200 GeV, the proposed end-cap electromagnetic calorimeter (EEMC) upgrade to
STAR also allows important determinations of flavor-specific quark and antiquark polarizations
through measurements of the ^(v) decay of W* bosons produced in collisions of longitudinally
polarized protons at Vs = 500 GeV. The ability to relate the measured parity-violating single-spin
asymmetry (AL) directly to the quark or antiquark polarization is greatest when the e±from W*
decays are detected at large pseudorapidity, 1 < T| < 2, corresponding to the acceptance of the
proposed EEMC.

Fig. 1 shows the expected r\ distribution of e±from W* decays for pp collisions at Vs = 500
GeV as generated by PYTHIA [1]. Simple expressions for the W* production cross section from ref.
[2] provide substantial insight. In particular, when the W± are produced at large rapidity, yw, then in
leading-order, we expect the most asymmetric collisions in the initial state corresponding to the
partonic momentum fractions, xy » xr For such asymmetric collisions, we expect (Fig. 2) a direct
relationship between the measured AL and the u(d) and d(u) polarizations.

To test this idea, a simulation model for the p*p -» W±X -» e±(v)X reaction at Vs = 500 GeV
was developed. Events were generated for W± production, excluding the proton polarization, using
PYTHIA. The partonic kinematics for the event were then used to evaluate the expected AL for each
of the two beam longitudinally polarized beams (assuming Pbeam= 0.7) using the expressions from
ref. [2] and polarized structure functions from ref. [3]. The detection of e± from W* decays was
modeled by including only the acceptance of the STAR TPC and barrel and end-cap EMC. The
events were subjected to particle identification cuts to distinguish e± from the most important
background arising from the prolific production of hadrons (ft* = protons(anti-protons), Kr and Tt1)
with large transverse momentum, pT> 10 GeV/c. Other backgrounds such as Z° decay, with only a
single e* detected and single electrons from the Dalitz decay of high-pTit° have been considered
and found to be negligible. Clean distinction between e± and h* relies on (1) isolation cuts applied
to the candidate e±, (2) the much smaller response of the EMC to incident ft* relative to e~, and (3)
rejecting events that have an accompanying jet with pT > 5 GeV/c in the azimuthal angle range, \%
- (((> >; - <|>A)I < 1 radian. The first two of these cuts have been discussed before [4]; the third cut
further reduces the hadronic background by an additional order of magnitude. The end result is that
STAR can cleanly detect e±from W* decays.

Fig. 3 shows the expected AL for the four independent quantities that can be measured
(asymmetries from either beam longitudinally polarized, and detection of either e+ or e~). To
examine if the measured asymmetries are directly related to quark and antiquark polarizations, the
identities of the partons involved in the W± production were examined. Figs. 4 and 5 show the x
distribution of the initial-state partons, available from PYTHIA for two different ranges of e±

pseudorapidity. It's clear that only when the e4 are detected at large r\ that AL can be directly related
to u(d) and d(u) polarizations.

The next step to take with the simulation model is to attempt the reconstruction of the
initial-state u(d) and d(u) momentum fractions {x) assuming collinear collisions. As well, a more
accurate simulation of the response of the STAR detector is essential to quantitatively establish the
accuracy of the determination of the u(d) and d(u) polarizations.

[1] PYTHIA 5.7 / JETSET 7.4 T. Sjostrand, Comp. Phys. Comm. 82 (1994) 74.
[2] C. Bourrely, J. Soffer, F.M. Renard and P. Taxil, Phys. Rept. 177 (1989) 319.
[3] T. Gehrmann and W.J. Stirling, Phys. Rev. D53 (1996) 6100.
[4] A.A. Derevschikov, V.L. Rykov, K.E. Shestermanov and A. Yokosawa in Proc. 11th Intl. Symp.

on High Energy Spin Physics, Bloomington, 1994, eds. Kenneth J. Heller and Sandra L. Smith,
AIP Conf. Proc. No. 343 (1995) p. 472.
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Measurement of Anti-Quark Polarization at

PHENIX

Naohito Saito
Radiation Laboratory

RIKEN (The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research)

Saitama 351-0198, Japan

(http://www.rhic.bnl.gov/phenixAVWW/publisn/saito/)

The measurement of the anti-quark polarization and its flavor decomposition is crucial in the study of

the spin structure of the nucleon. The deep inelastic scattering of polarized lepton off polarized nucleon

target is not sensitive to those, because photon couples only to electric charge squared. Because of this,

the current study of the flavor structure of the quark/anti-quark polarization has to assume flavor SU(3)

symmetry.

The parity violating asymmetry y4L for W production in polarized pp collision is very sensitive not only

to helicity structure of the anti-quarks in the proton but also to the flavor structure of them. The

asymmetry for W* production can be written as:

1

For W' production, the « and d should be exchanged. Obviously the asymmetry is just the linear

combination of the quark and anti-quark polarization. Furthermore, the flavor in the reaction is almost

fixed. Thus flavor decomposition is possible.

In the PHENIX detector at RHIC, the production of W can be identified with the lepton with high

transverse momentum such as pf>20 GeV/c. With this experimental cut in the PHENIX Muon Arm,

we expect about 5,000 events for each of W + and W" productions with the integrated luminosity of

800 pb'1. Reconstruction of partonic level kinematics is one of the key issues in the hadronic collisions.

Using the correlation between muon momentum and x carried by the parton due to the decay angle

distribution in V-A reaction, it is possible to extract the polarization as a function of x. The high

momentum resolution expected from the detailed simulation and good muon identification proven in the

beam test at KEK of the PHENTX detector system, will help this reconstruction very much.
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Anti-quark Helicity Distribution

Drell-Yan Production of lepton pairs
- maximal parton level asymmetry: aLlf= -1 q/ \ /
- possible severe background from semi-leptonic decays of

open charm productions ^ef[Aqi(xa)Aqi(xh)
A — _ _ j

W production
- helicity of quarks definitely defined via V-A nature
- flavor almost fixed: flavor analysis possible rf\. W /&
- PHENIX-Muon Arms, EMcal important / \

u/ X

u(xa, Ml )d(xb, Ml) + d(xa, Ml )u(xh,
Naohito Saito, RIKEN
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W yield with 800 pb-i

PYTHIA w/ GRV94LO checked against CDF data
w

5600
acceptance for muon w/ pr > 20 GeV/c 14%
yield (both muon arms) 5100
AAL (statistical only) 2%
rapidity average 0.78±0.34 0.71±0.41

ro

background from Z-decay 1095(21.5%) 984(17.6%)

Acceptance difference between W~ and W+

w
W rest frame

w
Laboratory frame rest frame Laboratory frame

Naohito Saito, RIKEN
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Prediction and Projected Error
C. Boiirrely, J. Soffer Published in Nucl.Phys.B445:341-379,1995

Prediction for the
parity violating
asymmetry AL as a
function of yw

solid line: soft gluon
dashed line: hard gluon
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Parton Level Kinematics
Decay v cannot be detected: x-determination hard

but good correlation xwsEf1: V-A requires (1+cosG)2

PM = - f fo + cos6)xu+ ]]
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Sensitivity to New Physics in
Parity Violating Asymmetries at RHIC

Jean-Marc Virey1

Centre de Physique Theorique
CNRS Luminy, Case 907

13288 Marseille cedex 09, France

We have presented the sensitivity of the RHIC Spin experiment to some new physics
contributions, from the analysis of the Parity Violating (PV) asymmetry Af^[= da —
dcr++/da + da++) defined for jet production [da = dax-j«t)-

In the first part, we have recalled the sensitivity to the presence of some new quark-
quark Contact Interactions (CI). Such CI could represent some effects of quark composite-
ness. At RHIC, with the conventional parameters of the experiment, we will be sensitive
to some energy scales of A ~ 3—4 TeV, if PV is maximal. It appears that the RHIC is per-
fectly competitive with the TEVATRON for the discovery of CI, however, we have to note
that the integrated luminosity is a key parameter for the polarized analysis. The study
of AL% could give some unique informations on the chiral structure of the new interaction.

The second part was devoted to a review of the different theoretical motivations for
the presence of a "leptphobic" Z' of relatively low mass, that we briefly report now :
1) Leptophobia corresponds to some new interactions belonging to the "pure" quark sec-
tor. 2) Leptophobic Z' appears naturally in several models derived from string theory.
Within these models, the absence of Z' leptonic couplings appears in several ways : from
the classification of the fermions in the different representations of the gauge group, or
from kinetic mixing between two abelian gauge groups which produces a mixing between
the charges of the fermions under these two U(l) factors. 3) Some theoretically consis-
tant leptophobic Z' bosons have been constructed also for non-supersymmetric models.
4) In the framework of supersymmetric models with an additional abelian gauge factor
£/(!)', it has been shown that the Z' boson could appear with a relatively low mass
{Mz < Mz> < 1 TeV) and with a mixing angle with the Z close to zero. In addition,
these classes of models have several appealing features for soft supersymmetry breaking
and for cosmology. 4) The present experimental constraints on these models are rather
weak. Several classes of models are absolutely unconstraint. 5) All these theoretically
motivated models exhibit, in general, some PV couplings to up and down quarks, which
could induce some interesting effects on A^ measured in p — p or/and n — n collisions
at RHIC. The main results are presented in the following transparencies.

The last section concerned the measurement of A^l in p — n collisions, which could
detect the presence of a new charged boson W unconstraint by present experimental
data.

1email: virey@cpt.univ-mrs.fr
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Spin Physics with Jets at STAR

Geary Eppley (for the STAR Collaboration)
Rice University, Houston TX 77005

The spin physics program from jet detection at STAR is presented in order of in-
creasing luminosity requirements, hence by year. (1) In year 1 it will be technically
feasible, given one transversely polarized beam and collisions, for STAR to measure
AT with the baseline detector. In excess of 10k low p? (> 15 GeV) jet events can
be accumulated in several days at low luminosity. A measurement of AT consis-
tent with zero will place a limit on higher twist effects that could complicate the
subsequent measurements of ALL. (2) In year 2, ALL can be measured from an
inclusive low PT jet sample giving an indication of the magnitude of AG in the
neighborhood of x = 0.1. Since the observable ALL is quadratic in AG, this result
will not determine the sign of AG. (3) In year 2 and beyond, a high statistics dijet
sample, > 10M events, can be used to determine ALL as a function of x partons for
0.05 < x < 0.25. Cuts are imposed on the sample to insure that the jets represent
the partons from the hard scattering: no third jet, PT balance, back-to-back in <f>.
Assuming a sign for AG or using the sign determined by the direct photon analysis,
AG(x) may be extracted from the data subject to uncertainties in the production
processes and in the polarized quark distributions. (4) Given integrated luminosity
of 800 pb"1 per year, it should be possible to measure Apv from a high PT (> 45
GeV) inclusive jet sample as described in the subsequent 5 pages. (For motivation
see the previous talk by J.M. Virey.) Page 1 shows the pr distribution for an event
sample passing a level 0 trigger using the electromagnetic calorimeter. At the level
3 trigger were track information from the TPC is available, jets are reconstructed
and an event sample is selected with p? > 45 GeV, see page 2. The calculation of
the standard model (SM) Apv expected in this sample is shown on pages 3 and 4.
The last figure (p. 5) shows the departure from SM Apv as a function of Mz> for
PT = 60, 80, and 100 GeV. For Mz> = 600 GeV, the observed A^ increases 30%
therefore a measurement to < 10% uncertainty is required to look for this effect. As
pointed out by Virey, current limits from pp colliders assume SM couplings for new
Z'. Since this coupling is not determined by theory, there is a substantial window of
opportunity at RHIC to search for these effects. (5) The third fundamental leading
twist partonic structure function hi(x) may be determined from ATT measured in
high PT dijet events.
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Parity-violating spin asymmetries

• pp scattering at y/s = 500 GeV

• polarized protons

• inclusive jet production

• Parity-violating asymmetry

_ da— - da++
d<J +

• Largest effect: t-channel, same flavor,
interference between g and Z
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Calculation of

• Numerator

Denomina tor
\uu^uu
)uu)) ——) + /(dd) + (ud)udi (4L\

gg

where e.g.

s \uu-mu | U
OC

gg • . I U
g

u

IS \UU-M1U
OC

u\2<x {Ctf - {CD

CL = 5 - I sin2 0W « 0.35 CS = - | sin2 -0.16
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Leptophobic Zj

[Lopez-Nanopoulos, hep-ph/9605359]

Leptophobia is natural in flipped SU(5)

10 =
dL r

uR}; 1 = eR

Leptons (L) uncharged =̂> Z1 must not "see" 5
Z1 may "see" 10: several quarks (no leptons)
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Could large CP-violation be detected in polarized proton collisions
at RHIC?

V. L. Rykov1

Wayne State University, Detroit, MI 48201, USA

The measurable asymmetries which could be an indication of CP- and/or
T-violation in charged current leptoproduction by polarized protons are
discussed.

Summary

What is discussed?

- The single- and double-spin leptoproduction asymmetries and their relative sensitivities to
CP-odd terms of the phenomenological charged current lagrangian.

- Crude estimates for spurious T-odd-like* asymmetries due to initial and final state inter-
actions and the possible ways to distinguish them from the true CP-violating effects.

What is not discussed?

- The nature of CP-violating phenomenological terms (Higgs, Leptoquarks, Supersymmetry,

- The (model dependent) limits to CP-odd asymmetries at the energy scale of W^/Z0 mass,
arising from low energy searches for CP- and T-violation.

- The dilution of asymmetries due to (strong/loose?) correlations of quarks' and antiquaries'
polarizations to the polarizations of colliding protons.

Conclusion

(i) The measurement of T-odd correlations on the order of at least ~10~2 is possible in
polarized proton collisions at RHIC. .

(ii) The observation of nonzero T-odd correlations in W± -> e{n)u mode would be a strong
indication of CP- and/or T-violation at about the weak coupling scale.

Issues to address in more details

(i) RHIC sensitivity to the broken CP- and/or T-symmetries in both quark and lepton
coupling sectors, including also hadron decay modes of W± (and probably even Z° ?)
bosons. '

(ii) Separation of "true" T-odd correlation from the "spurious" asymmetries.
(iii) Systematic errors due to the experimental tolerances (spin alignment, etc)
(iv) Predictions of various models as well as the limitations to CP- and/or T-violating asym-

metries at RHIC energies, arising from the earlier accomplished experiments.
(v) Search for other CP- and T-violating processes that might be potentially interesting for

Spin Physics Program at RHIC.
(vi) ...(???)

1 Phone: (313)-577-2781; fax: (313)-577-0711; e-mail: rykov@physics.wayne.edu
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If free polarized quarks could be collided at RHIC

Disclamer: There is (almost?) no hope to measure at RHIC
CP-violating asymmetries due to CP-odd phase in CKM-matrix.

T-odd correlations in qq CM. system:

HCq X p] ; HCq X p] ; HCq X Cql
p is momentum of quark (p = pq);

k is momentum of lepton (k = kv or k = ke-)\

is polarization of quark;

q is polarization of antiquark.

At least one quark has to be transversely polarized.
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Phenomenological interaction lagrangian:
(G. L. Kane, G. A. Ladinsky, and C. P.Yuan, Phys.Rev. D\5 (1992) 124)

1

Mw
 v

1

*. + f*P+)qu + h.c]

where P± = |(1 ± 75),

Using other notations,

h.c]

CP- and T-symmetries are broken if

Im{r?} ̂  0.
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asymmetries:

T-even (but P-odttfc A OC ̂ ( f e •

: A oc lm{f/} J-%1: • [C X p]

Small double-spta asymmetries:
r2

r-odd:

oc

Both quarks transversely polarized:

A oc ha{n}j$k
One quark longitudinally polarized:

A oc lm{r}}fk

X

X

1
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(Potentially) Large double-spin asymmetries:

Parallel spins Perpendicular spins

ff If Î yen: t
II • ! A a (1- | |2)« fc)(C *)/5 '

T-odd:
A oc ±Im{»/}{ fc • {C, X p](C? • *) + k • fa X p](C, • fc)}/53/2
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The Usefulness of Positivity in Spin Physics.

Jacques S OFFER1

Centre de Physique Theorique

CNRS Luminy Case 907

13288 Marseille Cedex 09 France

We will emphasize the relevance of positivity in spin physics, which puts non-trivial model

independant constraints on spin observables. These positivity conditions are based on the pos-

itivity properties of density matrix or Schwarz inequalities f or transition matrix elements in

processes involving several particles carrying a non-zero spin. We will illustrate this important

point by means of several examples chosen in different areas of particle physics.

First we consider longitudinally and transversely polarized nucleon-nucleon total cross sec-

tions, which involve three observables o~tot, ACT and AO~L- Positivity leads to the following

non-trivial inequality among them, \AOT\ < o-toi + Aox/2, fulfilled by low energy data. In

polarized Deep-Inelastic scattering (DIS), we recall the positivity bound on the A2 asymmetry,

namely JA2I < V^R, where R is the usual ratio CTL/CTT- Given the small value of R, Ai is ex-

pected to be not very large and, indeed, recent data from E143 at SLAC and SMC at CERN, do

satisfy this condition. Next let us turn to some co nsiderations on the gluon distributions (GD).

In addition to the two familiar GD, G(x) and AG(x), off-shell gluons generate a longitudinal

GD, denoted by GL{X) and a transverse GD, denoted by AGT{X). Positivity provides an upper

boun d on AGT{X) in complete analogy with the previous case, which can be turned into a

lower bound for GL{X). Another interesting case is that of a two-body exclusive reaction with

spin-1/2 particles, i.e. NN —¥ NN, pp —>• AA, etc... One can prove the existence of many

quadratic relations among the spin observables and when some of them are not measured, one

gets non-trivial inequalities. As an example, in pp —>• AA from the existing data on ALL one

can exclude a large value for D^N at large angles. Returning to inclusive production, if we

consider a reaction of the type spinl/2 + spinless —>• spinl/2 + anything, which is described

in terms of seven spin observables, one can derive several positivity conditions. Finally, the

positivity properties of the forward qua rk-nucleon elastic amplitude led to a non-trivial bound

for the quark chiral-odd distribution h\(x,Q2), namely, 2\h\(x,Q2)\ < q(x,Q2) + Aq(x,Q2),

which is not affected by QCD corrections. This positivity bound can be generalized to the case

of off-forward parton distributions and lead to new interesting constraints, very useful in the

small x-region.
1 E-MAIL: SOFFER@CPT.UNIV-MRS.FR
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FIG. 1. MeasuMseatts for (a) A£ and (b) A* from E143 (two
data sets) and SMC as a tection of x. Systematic errors are
indicajted fey bands, life corves show the *JH [22] positivity
~—~~^—^ Hie solid/dashed, and dotted curves correspond to<xmmmm&. H e solid/dashed, and dotted curves correspond to
the 4.5° E!43, 7.0° E143, and SMC kinematics, respectively.
Overlapping data have been shifted slightly in x to make errors
clearly visible.
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J.-H,Mkhe*4fPhysics Utters B 369 (1996) 358-361
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Transversity and polarized Drell-Yan at RHIC
W. Vogelsang

Theory Division, CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

The transversity densities Axq(x, Q2) are the only completely unknown twist-2
parton distribution functions of the nucleon. In a transversely polarized nucleon
they count the number of quarks with spin parallel to the nucleon spin minus
the number of quarks with anti-aligned spin. In field theory the transversity
distributions are defined in terms of expectation values of chirally-odd operators
between nucleon states, which is the reason why they cannot be measured in
inclusive DIS. The most promising hard process allowed by this chirality selection
rule seems to be Drell-Yan dimuon production, and exactly this reaction will be
utilized for attempting a first measurement of the Arq(x, Q2) at RHIC via the
transverse double spin asymmetry ATT — dAja/da. In perturbative QCD, ATT
can be expressed in terms of unpolarized parton distributions, the yet unknown
transversity densities, and the relevant partonic cross sections. Although the
latter have been known to NLO accuracy in the strong coupling for several years
by now, consistent NLO calculations of ATT for Drell-Yan became possible only
recently, when the two-loop transversity splitting functions became available.

The unpolarized, longitudinally and transversely polarized quark distributions
(q, Aq, Ayg) of the nucleon are expected to obey an inequality derived by Soffer:

2\ATq(x,Q2)\<q(x,Q2)

which can be used to constrain the A^g when trying to make predictions for
RHIC. We will first show numerically that Soffer's inequality is preserved under
NLO QCD evolution to Q2 > QQ once it is satisfied at the input scale QQ. Our
aim will then be to estimate, within LO and NLO, upper bounds on ATT f° r

the Drell-Yan process at RHIC. To do so, we will assume the validity of Soffer's
inequality, which seems reasonable and is corroborated by our finding that NLO
evolution preserves the inequality. The maximal asymmetry ATT can then be
estimated by further assuming saturation of the Soffer bound.

For further details of the work presented here, see: 0 . Martin, A. Schafer, M.
Stratmann, W. Vogelsang, Soffer's inequality and the transversely polarized Drell-
Yan process at next-to-leading order, Phys. Rev. D57 (1998) 3084.
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Studies of transversity distributions at RHIC

S. Hino, M. Hirai, S. Kumano, and M. Miyama

Department of Physics
Saga University
Saga 840-8502

JAPAN

ABSTRACT

We explain our studies on transversity distributions. First, Q2 evolution for the
transversity distributions is discussed. It is given by a single integrodifferential equation
without coupling to the gluon distribution. Dividing the variables x and Q2 into small
steps, we solve the integrodifferential equation by the Euler method in the variable Q2

and by the Simpson method in the variable x. We provide a FORTRAN program for the
Q2 evolution and devolution of the transversity distribution ATq. Using the program,
we show the LO and NLO evolution results of the valence-quark distribution ATuv +
ATdv and the singlet distribution ]Ct(AT?» + Ar&)- Because the evolution results
are very different from the longitudinal ones, the measurement of the transversity
distributions could be an important test of perturbative QCD. Next, we consider a
flavor asymmetry distribution ATu — ATd. There is a finite contribution to ATu — ATd
in perturbative QCD; however, it is rather a small effect. If a significant amount of the
flavor asymmetry is found by future experiments, it is likely due to a nonperturbative
mechanism. Using a theoretical model, in particular the Pauli blocking model, for
explaining the unpolarized asymmetry u—d, we show the flavor asymmetric transversity
distribution ATu(x) — ATd(x). Then, we discuss its Q2 dependence and its effects on
the spin asymmetries at RHIC.
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S. Hino, M. Hirai, S. Kumano, M. Miyama

Department of Physics
Saga University

Email: kumanos@cc.saga-u.ac.jp

http://www.cc.saga-u.ac.jp/saga-u/riko
/physics/quantumi/structure.html
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DGLAP evolution equation
for transversity distributions

329

"nonsinglet type"

ATq (x,Q2) =
Qz)

(f (y,Q2)

Numerical solution

X

t = In Q:

divided into 2NX steps

•• divided into Nt steps

8t

f dz f (z)
2Nx

JC— Z,,^T,...
[f(zk_1+4f(zt) + f(zk+1)]

see hep-ph/9712410
Our evolution program could be
obtained upon email request.



Q2 evolution of longitudinally polarized
and transversity distributions
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Q2 dependence of A T u — A T d 331
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Transverse spin asymmetry
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PROBING THE NUCLEON'S TRANSVERSITY

VIA TWO-PION PRODUCTIOM AT RHIC

Jian Tang

MIT

Collaborators: R. L. Jaffe, Xuemin Jin
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Polarized A-Baryon Production in pp
D. de Florian

Theoretical Physics Division, CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

In this talk, I analize the possibility of obtaining polarized A fragmentation
functions from single polarized processes at RHIC.

Working within the framework of the radiative parton model, our starting
point has been a fit to unpolarized data for A production taken in e+e~ annihi-
lation, yielding a set of realistic unpolarized fragmentation functions for the A.
Taking into account the sparse LEP data on the polarization of A's produced
on the Z-resonance, we were able to set up three distinct "toy scenarios" for
the spin-dependent A fragmentation functions, to be used for predictions for fu-
ture experiments. We emphasize that our proposed sets can by no means cover
all the allowed possibilities for the polarized fragmentation functions, the main
reason being that the LEP data are only sensitive to the valence part of the
polarized fragmentation functions. Thus, there are still big uncertainties related
to the "unfavoured" quark and gluon fragmentation functions, making further
measurements in other processes indispensable.

Under these premises, we have studied A production in semi-inclusive deep-
inelastic scattering. Turning to spin transfer asymmetries sensitive to the lon-
gitudinal polarization of the produced A's, we have considered both ep —» AX
and ep—» AX scattering; It turns out that in the first case SIDIS measurements
at HERA (with spin-rotators in front of the HI and ZEUS detectors) and at
HERMES should be particularly well suited to yield further information on the

b: differences between the asymmetries obtained when using different sets of
^ are usually larger than the expected statistical errors. In contrast to this,

having a polarized proton target (or beam) does not appear beneficial as far as
A production is concerned.

Then, we have also studied the production of longitudinallyjpolarized A-
baryons in single-spin pp —> AX collisions at RHIC and HERA-iV as a means
of determining the spin-dependent A fragmentation functions. It is shown that
a measurement of the rapidity distribution of the A's would provide an excellent
way of clearly discriminating between the suggested sets of polarized A fragmen-
tation functions. We also addressed the main theoretical uncertainties, which
appear to be well under control.

As a final point, we have also done the analysis for the case of transversely
polarized proton and A, a twist two observable which depends on both transverse
parton distributions and transverse fragmentation functions. If Soffer's inequal-
ity is assumed to be saturated for both distributions at a very low scale, large
assymetries are expected for this process.
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Single Spin Asymmetries and Higher Twist
George Sterman, Institute for Theoretical Physics, SUNY Stony Brook

Single spin asymmetries in single-particle inclusive cross sections have been observed at
moderately large transverse momenta [1]. Nevertheless, they must vanish as 1/pr at high
energies. This may be seen directly from QCD factorization theorems, taking into account all
possible twist-2 parton distributions. For these cross sections, we are therefore led to a twist-3
analysis. The relevant factorization theorem in this case is [2, 3]

,ST)

abc

(f>aL(x'i, x'2i ST) represents the possible twist-3 spin-dependent parton distributions, while 6qa[A
is the spin-dependent, chiral-odd, twist-2 transversity distribution [4], which must be paired
in this case with a twist-3 chiral-odd fragmentation function D^ or spin-independent parton
distribution <f>(3\ as shown.

For a number of reasons, we have suggested [3] that the dominant contribution to the
asymmetry at large transverse momentum is associated with the matrix element

= I &
J TT

which couples gluon and quark degrees of freedom in the nucleon. The computed spin asym-
metry for pion production [5] is proportional to a derivative of Tp , which enhances the cross
section in the large-re j? region, where substantial effects are seen at moderate p? [1]. The form
of the leading-order calculation suggests that the twist-3 cross section will remain observable
at RHIC energies, and predicts explicit dependences on kinematic variables that can be tested,
perhaps with the Brahms detector [6].

References

[1] D.L. Adams et al., Phys. Lett. B261, 201 (1991); B264, 462 (1991); A. Bravar et al., Phys.
Rev. Lett. 77, 2626 (1996).

[2] A.V. Efremov and O.V. Teryaev, Phys. Lett. 150B, 383 (1985); Yad. Fiz. 36, 950 (1982);
39, 1517, (1984) [Sov. J. Nucl. Phys. 36, 557 (1982); 39, 962 (1984)].

[3] J.W. Qiu and G. Sterman, Phys. Rev. Lett. 67, 2264 (1991); Nucl. Phys. B378, 52 (1992).

[4] J. Ralston and D.E. Soper, Nucl. Phys. B152, 109 (1979); R.L. Jaffe and X. Ji, Phys. Rev.
Lett. 67, 552 (1991); Phys. Lett. B284, 137 (1992).

[5] J.W. Qiu and G. Sterman, in preparation.

[6] Flemming Videbaek, presentation at this workshop.
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SPIN ASYMMETRY:
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Possibilities for spin measurements in BRAHMS.

Flemming Videbaek

Physics Department, BNL

The Broad Range Hadron Magnetic Spectrometer (BRAHMS) experiment at RHIC is one of the

four approved Heavy Ion experiments at RHIC. The primary goal is to measure semi-inclusive

spectra for identified charged hadron over a wide range of rapidity and transverse momenta pt.

The spectrometer consists of two moveable arms, one at mid-rapidity and one in the forward

region. The latter is of potential interest to the RHIC spin program. It consists, as depicted in the

first slide, of 4 dipole magnets with a total maximum bending field of 9.6 Tin, tracking stations,

and time-of-flight and Cherenov detectors for particle identification. For more details see ref I1.

The detector is placed in the 2 O'clock area. Here the proton beam can only be polarized

transversely. In the preceding contribution2 to the spin workshop the possibility of learning about

higher order twist effects by measuring the transverse spin asymmetry AN =(N*-N)/ (pt+N) VS.

Xf and pt is described.

The acceptance over all angles and magnetic settings are shown in the second figure for the 100

GeV/c p on 100 GeV/c p. The hatched areas indicated where good PID is possible. This region

has a too low a Xf to be interesting for non-zero measurements of AN.. It is though possible to

operate the spectrometer by moving the front section in such a way that an acceptance region for

.2< Xf<.7 can be reached. This is shown in the 3 figure. One characteristic feature is that pt

change with Xf.

Based on the model estimates asymmetries of about 2-5% can be expected in this region of phase

space. Thus to get a measurement with a statistical accuracy of about 1% about 10,000 counts are

needed per been of each polarization state. The un-polarized cross sections were obtained from a

Pythia calculation using standard parameters. Based on this, it is estimated that a fairly complete

measurement can be achieved in about 1 month of RHIC running.

The last slide summarizes the investigation, and some issues that have to be resolved for this

measurement to take place.

1 See e.g. The BRAHMS experiment at RHIC F.Videbaek, RHIC summer study 1995.
The BRAHMS Conceptual Design report available on the web via the BRAHMS home page
http://rsgi01.rmc.bnl.gov/exportl/bralmis/WWW/brahms.html
2 G.Sterman, these proceedings.
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Kinematic coverage for high momentum pp running

100 -

80 -

60 -

40 -

20 -

Kinematic region accessible for one
setting .
Field 2.4Tm per magnet

Line of sight through system (front
system moved relative to back)
8p/p about 5%
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Rate estimates in pp for BRAHMS

To get an idea for this Lund (i.e. Pythia) was used at
100+100 GeV/c. The total population is given as a 2-
dimensional distribution in Xf vs. pt and shown in the figure
below.

This calculation was used to estimate the overall rate at
Xf=0.5 and pt= 5 Gev/c. It is

d2n/dptdxF~2.01(r5

What luminosity is needed to get 1000 counts. The inelastic

cross section app is 45 mb at sqrt(s) = 200.

N(1000) = d2n/dptdxF app AptdAF L

=> L= 102 nb"1

RHIC delivers at 1031 cm"2sec"1 ; this is a modest estimate
for the 2 O'clock area, but probably realistic in the first year
of running.
Thus 1000 count can be achieved in about 3 hours of
running. To get a good measurement at an expected
asymmetry of 0.05 with an accuracy of 0.01, 20.000 count for
up-down is needed i.e. approximately 60 hours.

G-
p A
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Outlook

The BRAHMS Detector has acceptance and
capabilities for 3 measurement of the transverse
spin-asymmetry for Xf - 03,0.5 and Pt=3-5 GeV/c
in pp at 100+100 GeV/c.

It could take place at >2000
- Beams available
- Additional A/C power at 2 O'clock
- trigger upgrades needed

It is presently not part of the BRAHMS physics
program to carry out this measurements. It needs
some additional effort == people.
- preparations
- 1 mo. Running
- Analysis



Bounds on Helicity Amplitudes at low Momentum Transfer

N. H. BUTTIMORE

University of Dublin, Trinity College
Dublin 2, Ireland

In the context of electromagnetic hadronic interference for elastic scattering, a

study of bounds on helicity amplitudes provides important information related to the

evaluation of polarization and the understanding of spin-dependent reactions.

Notation for spin-| spin-| non-identical particle elastic reactions, proton-spin-|

ion collisions for example, is introduced by exhibiting the high s Born approximation

Coulomb helicity amplitudes with Pauli form factor normalization F2(0) = n — 1.

The role played by single-flip and double-flip amplitudes in the asymmetry maximum

near the interference region is similar to that for identical particle elastic scattering.

In the case of pp collisions, the asymmetry maximum is sensitive to the forward

imaginary part of <£2 = (+ + |<̂ | ) which may be bounded up to 6 GeV energies

by the known transverse spin-polarized total cross section difference A<7T = an — an.

The maximum is more sensitive to the ratio of the helicity single-flip amplitude to

the averaged imaginary non-flip amplitude r5 = (2m/y/^t) 05 /Im(</>i + (pz), imag-

inary values of which, according to a wide range of models incorporating—in various

forms—the Pomeron, quarks, gluons and instantons, all have magnitude less than

20%. Several studies of the limited high energy elastic data in the interference region

reveal that Imr5 w 0.2 ± 0.3 with something similar for proton carbon collisions.

Rigorous bounds on the helicity ratio for spin-0 spin-| collisions based on partial

wave unitarity unfortunately merely indicate that the flip nonflip ratio |Imr| < 2.3,

at the high energies of interest. A positivity analysis of the absorptive element of

the differential cross section in higher spin elastic cases also leads to a comparable

bound on the helicity flip nonflip ratio, where the helicity-dependent hadronic slope

parameters are supposed not to depart too greatly from the prominent t variation

associated with the slope parameter b of the dominant spin-averaged amplitude.

This study is supported in part by funds from the International Collaboration

Programme IC/97/061 of Forbairt, the Science and Technology Agency in Ireland.
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The Odderon and spin-dependence of elastic
proton-proton scattering.

T.L.Trueman, BNL

April 29, 1998

Spin-dependence of high energy proton-proton elastic scattering provides a new and
sensitive tool to search for the Odderon. The reason for this is that the asymptotic phase of
the scattering amplitude is closely tied to the C of the exchanged system; thus, in leading
order, if the Pomeron and Odderon have the same symptotic behaviour, up to logs, then they
are out of phase by 90°. Spin dependent asymmetries depend on various real and imaginary
parts of products of amplitudes and so the Odderon can dominate some asymmetries to which
the Pomeron cannot contribute: thus, for example the purely hadronic piece of AN, (Fig.l)
which vanishes as t —t 0, is zero for purely C = +1 exchange; a deviation from zero would
be a strong indicator that a Pomeron is present. (If the two parts differ in their asymptotic
behaviour by powers of In (S/SQ) there will be 7r/ln(.s/.So) corrections to this and most of
the other comments made in this talk. For this reason, it will be important to measure the
asymmetries over as wide a range of s as possible.) At the same time, in the CNI region the
purely C = +1 spin-flip Pomeron piece is what stands in the way of using this process as a
polarimeter. (Fig.2,3,4). The basic properties of the Odderon and the phase argument are
given in Fig. 4 and 5.

Fig.6 lists all the measurable asymmetries using polarized beams, without final polar-
ization measurements. ANN gives a CNI-type peak if the Odderon contributes to the double
spin-flip amplitude <j>® (Fig.7). If the Pomeron also couples to <j>2 there will be a purely
hadronic (non-enhanced) piece which will have a distinctly different shape. It may very well
be possible to extract both of these pieces from measuring ANN if they are not too small
(Fig.8). Similar arguments can be applied to the other asymmetries. Ass is basically the
same as ANN at small t, so additional information requires longitudinally polarized protons
as well. If this is possible then complete information about the asymptotic amplitudes 4>-,<j>2
and 4>5i both the C = +1 and C — — 1 pieces, should be attainable. (Fig.9) The last column
shows the expected dominant contributions to the purely hadronic piece of the asymmetry,
based on the minimum number of Odderons and spin-flips in the combination. Of course,
this will need to be checked.

A final comment: in order to use CNI in elastic p — p scattering for polarimetry it is
necessary to know the ratio 4>$/<f>+] see AN in the Table in Fig.9. If the expectation for the
dominant amplitudes for each of the asymmetries is valid, and if Ass or ALL is large enough
to make a reliable measurement, then one can use, in addition, the measurement (or limit)
on ASL to determine (or bound) this ratio, independent of P. Thus elastic p — p scattering
may turn out to be useful as a self-calibrating polarimeter for RHIC.
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Hadronk Spin-flip Contribution to AN
375

Parametrize hadronic spin-flip:

Fors»mVt«m2:

Define t* as belt ttmit on Re(x):

Precision of measurement of P limited by:

P -(»-!)
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Analyzing power at RHIC for various in-phase spin-flip amplitudes

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04
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Analyzing power for various out-of-phase spin-flip amplitudes

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01

= .02i

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 - t
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Best fits to 704 data with and without Im(x) = 0
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Enhanced ANN for r2 = .021,
where 4>2 =

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 (.05 " t
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Comparison of ANN for various values of r2:
.021 (lower). .02 (middle), .02 + .021 (upper).
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Experiment to Measure Total Cross Sections,
Differential Cross Sections and Polarization Effects

in pp Elastic Scattering at RHIC

Wlodek Guryn *
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton NY 11913, USA

Abstract

We are describing an experiment to study proton-proton (pp) elastic scattering
experiment at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC.) Using both polarized and
unpolarized beams, the experiment will study pp elastic scattering from -y/J = 50 GeV
to y/s = 500 GeV in two kinematical regions. In the Coulomb Nuclear Interference
(CNI) region, 0.0005 < \t\ < 0.12 (GeV/c)2, we will measure and study the 5 depen-
dence of the total and elastic cross sections, &tot and O£\ the ratio of the real to t i e
imaginary part of the forward elastic scattering amplitude, p; and the nuclear slope
parameter of the pp elastic scattering, 6. In the medium |£j-region, |ij < 1.5 (GeV/c)2,
we plan to study the evolution of the dip structure with s, as observed at ISR in the
differential elastic cross section, da^ldt, and the s and \t\ dependence of b. With the
polarized beams the following can be measured: the difference in the total cross sec-
tions as function of initial transverse spin states A C T , the analyzing power, AN, and
the transverse spin correlation parameter ANN- The behavior of the analyzing power
AN at RHIC energies in the dip region of dcd/dt, where a pronounced structure was
found at fixed-target experiments will be studied. The relation of pp elastic sacttering
to the beam polarization measurement at RHIC is also discussed.

Paper presented by Wlodek Guryn for R7 collaboration

"This manuscript has been authored under contract number DE-AC02-76CH0-0016 with the U.S. De-
partment of Energy.
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Studying total and elastic cross sections played a crucial
role in particle and nuclear physics, in particular, pp and
pp experiments extend to the highest s. Elastic scattering
has been measured at every accelerator, for every cms
energy available.

Spin related cross sections have been measured at fixed
target energies up to /?iab = 300 GeV/c.

Elastic scattering at high energies is dominated by
exchange of Pomeron and Odderon, the Pomeron's
partner with negative C-parity.

The properties of the Pomeron, vacuum quantum numbers,
are quite well known but more studies are needed to
determine it's structure, especially it's unknown spin
properties*

Even-though there are very strong theoretical reasons for it,
the existence of the Odderon has not been established
experimentally.
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The information gained in elastic scattering tests two areas
of particle interactions:

1. In the region of small four momentum transferred -
Itl, one tests in a model independent way, general
analytical properties of scattering amplitudes: analyticity,
unitarity and crossing symmetry, <Jtot> P«

2. In the diffractive region, with four momenta transferred
ltkl.5GeV2, one studies the dynamics of long range
strong interactions. Hence, addressing one of the main,
unsolved problems in particle physics: confinement and
non-perturbative QCD. Namely, being able to derive
from the QCD Lagrangian fundamental equations when
the strong interaction 0Cs is large, and thus preventing a
perturbative expansion.

In this "data-driven" field, having more experimental
results is important. Additional observable like
polarization, will give access to one more degree of
freedom, spin.
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SPIN EFFECTS in ELASTIC SCATTERING

For the unpolarized beams, it is assumed real and
imaginary parts have the same Itl dependence and that spin
effects are negligible.

However, it has been observed experimentally that there
is a correlation between the position of the dip and the
single spin asymmetry AN crossing zero at the same Itl
value. The spin-flip amplitude contributes to filling of the

This experiment will test the Odderon hypothesis by:

1. Measuring the region of the first diffractive minimum
and comparison with data from SppS collider, UA4
experiment

2. Measuring spin asymmetries AN, ANN and ALL at
moderate values of Itl. *

* An interesting suggestion was made at this workshop by L. Trueman:
Odderon could contribute to spin related asymmetries tit pp elastic
scattering.
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RHIC Operation
• More then one pbeam- It is very likely that RHIC will have

at least 100 GeV/c and 250 GeV/c proton beams, which
will allow us to take data at two Vs points.

. 5000 evts/10-4 GeV2/c2 bin =» J Ldt ~ 2 x io33c/n'2. The
effective luminosity in our IR is 5x1028 cm-2sec-i. Two
short (few days) running periods separated by one year
are preferable.

• In the dip region we can run with the standard tune and
all data we need can be taken while other experiments
are running. No dedicated run conditions are required.
At luminosity 4x1030 cm-2sec-i, 200 hrs data on tape to
acquirelOOO evts/0.02 GeV2/c2 bin.

Tune Roman pot Left
position

Standard

Standard

Special

Special

20 m

57 m

72 m

144 m

20m

37 m

87 m

-t range
(GeV/c)**2

0.02-1.5

0.004-0.12

0.0004-0.03

Comment

NO special
hardware

NO special
0.008 - 0.2 hardware

PS
NO warm-

cold
PS

Warm-Cold
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We shall study systematically/?/? elastic scattering in

50<V7<500GeV

with polarized and/or unpolarized beams in the four-
momentum transferred -t sub-divided into two kinematic
ranges:

1. Day one of proton running, in the diffractive region,
with no special running conditions required:

0.006 < -t < 1.5 (GeV/c)2

• evolution of dip structure observed at the ISR in

s and t dependence of the nuclear slope, b;
s dependence of

To fJ& )

2. Coulomb Nuclear Interference (CNI) region:

0.0004 <-t < 0.12 (GeV/c)2

• s dependence of otot and daej/dt;
• ratio of real to imaginary part of the forward scattering

amplitude, p;
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With well understood and straight-forward upgrades of
the setup the following could be studied

1. Measurement of the elastic scattering in the CNI region
will allow precise determination of p, Gtot and their spin
dependence, $5 spin flip hadronic amplitude. ( Machine
modifications are required.)

2. Large -t region will test pQCD calculations. Same
detectors, but a magnet in the IR for momentum
measurement will be needed.

With no modification to the setup the following can be
studied:

1. Single diffraction dissociation, can be studied by
appropriate design of the veto system and a an additional
trigger condition.

2. Elastic scattering of pd,pT d, dd, can be measured.
Some of those measurements have been done at the ISR,
with very nice results confirming extended Glauber model.
I think that understanding of those reactions might be
very important to the HI program at RHIC Need to
study dynamical range and trigger.
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Status and Plans
1. Experiment has scientific approval.

2. Since the approval time our work concentrated on:

• Optimization of the experiment;

• Interaction with the accelerator group;

• Design of critical parts: Roman pots, detectors;

• Design of inelastic veto is ongoing.

3. Our goal is to be ready in the spring of 2001 when the
RHIC spin program is expected to run in full capacity.

4. We are working on the TDR with a goal of finishing it
by the end of the summer.

In order to achieve these goals need to do R&D during the
next twelve months.

Start building components of the experiment in FY 2000.

We have a lot of work to do: MORE collaborators
are welcome!



Feasibility of DIS (Polarized e-p Collider) at RHIC

G. Igo, UCLA & T. Sloan, Lancaster U.

The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) with polarized proton and He3 beams and
with heavy ion beams could support a program of deep inelastic scattering
experiments if a low energy beam (~2GeV) of electrons circulated in RHIC. These
experiments,which would have a similar center of mass energy to the highest energy
fixed target experiments, would allow precision measurements of the polarized proton
and neutron structure functions down to Bjorken x of 10"3 and permit a precision test of
the Bjorken Sum Rule (BjSR) [1]. Collisions of 50 GeV/nucleon polarized protons and
He-3 ions with 2 GeV polarized electrons ( 60 circulating bunches of 1011 polarized
electrons produced by a SLAC-type [3] polarized electron source) would allow the BjSR
integrals to be determined to a statistical precision of 1.4% and 0.8% at Q2 of 2 and 8
GeV2 respectively for runs of luminosity of 1000 pb"1 for each of e-p and e-He3

collisions. The BjSR is a deeply fundamental sum rule which, if broken, would imply
serious consequences for QCD [5]. The current world data agrees with the BjSR at the
level of 10% due to all sources of error [3,4]. Higher precision measurements would
provide a more stringent test of QCD. Such an experiment at RHIC would complement
those proposed at HERA [6], which would have a much wider Q2 and higher energy
range and hence probe different physics.

The addition of the option of e-p, He3 collisions to RHIC's arsenal would provide a nice
way to measure the absolute polarization of these hadron beams by measuring the elastic
"scattering asymmetry Ann and by measuring the electron beam polarization with high
precision in Moller scattering.

1. J. D.Bjorken, Phys. Rev. 148 (1966) 1467, ibidDl (1970) 1376.
2. R. Alley et al., Nucl. Instrum.Methods A365 (1995) 1.
3. B. Adeva et al., submitted to Physical Review D, May 1998.
4. K. Abe et al., Phys. Lett. B405 (1997) 180.
5. R. P. Feynman, Photon Hadron Interactions (Benjamin Press, 1972).
6. Future Physics at HERA, www(http://www.desy.de/~heraws96).
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E142-E143 (Q2~2 396

E142 r-,n = -0.022*0.011-*-

E143 TiP = 0.129*0.010 - measured
values

ie. =0.151*0.015

EXPECT gA/6 X QCD Rad. Corr. = 0.21 XQCD Corr.
calculate the QCD corrections to different orders.

0.21

0.19

0.17

0.15

0.13 0

9A/6

QCD Correction Order

No Kodeira's
correction first order

correct ton

Larin et al. have completed Roughly estimated 4th
the 2nd and 3rd order order correction by
corrections. Kataev & Starshenko
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r.*- c
Nucleon energy 25 GeV 50 GeV 100 GeV

Gamma 1 p at qsq=2
Gamma 1 n at qsq=2
Bj sum rule at qsq=2
% accuracy on Bj SR

+-.0013
+-.0018
+-.0022

1.1

.0023

.0031

.0039
2.0

0037
0050
0062
3.1

Gamma 1 p at qsq=8 +-.00081
Gamma 1 n at qsq=8 +-.0011
Bj sum rule at qsq=8 +-.0014
% accuracy on Bj SR 0.7
(taking gamma 1 p - gamma 1 n = 0.2)

.0015

.0020

.0025
1.3

0025
0035
.0043
2.2
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